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President's Report
We’ve had an
outstanding year: 5
grand finalists and
3 premierships, AU
Sport elite coach of
the year, AU Sport
student volunteer
of the year, and 5
AFLW draftees.

»» Damian Leonard, again, for his
exquisite photographic skills
»» General Manager Colin Casey,
who has been a significant asset
to the Blacks in 2017.

Congratulations to Holsty and
Arnie.
»» The div 4 women’s team who
improved game upon game
and capped a remarkable
season with a well-deserved

Congratulations

premiership. Again superbly

»» Div 1 women premiers: superbly

and Ian White.

coached by Krissie Steen, Rick
Watts and Tess Baxter, led by
#36 Jess Edwards. ‘Skilful’,

coached, by Lochy Sanderson
»» Grand finalists The Chardonnays
and the B grade.
»» Team of the year nominees,

Unsurprisingly, this footy club

‘resolute’, and ‘disciplined’ are

Captain Seb Paynter (who was

confirmed its status as the

superlatives that seamlessly

also runner up in the association

World’s greatest by winning the
AU Patron's Club of the Year
award for the first time ever!
There are many people to thank:
Our generous Sponsors

come to mind. From this team a
stunning 5 ladies were drafted
to the AFLW; the most from any
club in the world.

great man Tony Ravesi, the Ox.

Radiology, Carpe Diem
Houseboat and Turner

»» Blues recipient Matt Langridge.

Securities

»» Half-blues Eddie Dadds and

»» Player sponsors

Lachie Cameron.
»» Superlatives flow somewhat less

»» Our many Volunteers

seamlessly in the case of the

»» My executive colleagues who

C5 men’s team ‘The Bastards’,

skill and vigour.
»» Club doctors Verity Cooper and
Peter Sharley
»» Club advocates Patrick Mulvihill
and Will Evans
»» Bob Miles, as always, for his
geniality and expertise behind
the bar
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equalling 5th time!), Captain

»» Life membership inductee the

Sport, Jones and Partners

club, and who do it with such

»» Gunning Medallist (for a record-

Lamb.

»» Gold sponsors Angoves, AU

expertise to drive this footy

»» Trophy winners all grades.

»» Club person of the year Andrew

hotel and Thomas Foods.

donate considerable time and

Langridge.

Seb Paynter

»» Platinum sponsors the Havelock

»» Members

medal), Michael Taylor and Matt

but what a dominant year they
had, exemplified by their grand
final rout of the opposition.

»» Club letters recipients S Sharley,
A Butler, M Taylor, C Evans, R
Miles, J Richardson, J Filmer, A
Lamb, D Gordon
»» AU Sport volunteer of the year,
Eddie Dadds
»» AFLW draftees: #25 Courtney
Gum (GWS), #28 Sophie Li
(Carlton), #32 Marijana Rajcic
(Adelaide Crows), #38 Ruth
Wallace (Adelaide Crows), and
#44 Tait Mackrill (GWS)
»» AU Sport Elite Coach of the
year (an obvious choice – what
a standout), Krissie Steen

Additional Highlights

a memorable occasion. This

(We all know Mudbury are %@#*^.

»» Ladies Day – another brilliant

was the culmination of over 3

(And so are Princes)). We wish

Blacks event that generated a

years’ hard work by many, but

him all the best, just not against

generous profit thanks to its

in particular Janne and Beth

us.

hard-working crew.

Filmer and Rob O’Shannassy.
Brilliant.

That said, we are delighted
to have secured outstanding
replacements:
Craig Smith has completed a
20 year circuit to find himself
back at the club where he began
his coaching career, fresh from
several senior premierships in the
Hills league.

»» Richard Whittle, Hall of Famer,

Guy Ridgway takes over the

departed. His widow Pat and

senior women’s role, replete with

two of his children came to Uni

an impressive resume (most

oval to watch the Blacks the

recently with Norwood) and

Saturday following his death,
and son David spoke to the A

outstanding references.

grade players in the change-

As I write, we are about 7 hours

rooms prior to the match. The
Whittle cohort was profoundly
moved by the experience. So
were we.
»» I’d like to acknowledge too the
passing of several other iconic
Blacks this year: Ian Edgley,
premiership and state player in
the 60’s; A E Byers, likewise a
state and premiership player in

away from the first training
2018

session for season 2018 and there

We farewell both senior men’s

is a tangible sense of excitement

and senior women’s coaches,

about what 2018 has to bring.

John Paynter and Krissie Steen

Thanks for again indulging me as

respectively. Both have been

President of the World’s Greatest

amazing.

Football Club in 2017. Carn the

Krissie moves to the SANFL,
en-route, no doubt, to the

the 60s; and Dr Frank Altmann,

AFLW, where she has much

father of Dart and a wonderful

to contribute. The grand final

player for the Blacks.

performance of our division 1 girls

»» The long-awaited picket

Blacks!

was a stunning endorsement of

fence commemorating WW1

Krissie’s outstanding credentials

AUFC and AUCC Diggers was

Much-loved JP, who (as has

unveiled in a palpably sombre

been well documented) came

and poignant ceremony on

to embody the essential Blacks’

11 November 2017 at 11 am,

values, leaves us for somewhat

attended by dignitaries, families,

less salubrious surroundings.

Michael Dadds
President

players and officials. It was truly
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Chairman's Report
2017 provided some
exciting changes
at AUFC of which
some were more
obvious than
others.
This year the AUFC members at
the AGM accepted the proposed
constitution. In the first serious
upgrade to the constitution
in 30 years we formalised the
introduction of men and women
player representatives onto
the newly formed Executive
Committee. All committees report
to this Executive Committee.
The 2017 Executive Committee
met at least monthly and some
weeks several times to cover the
work load. We thank them for
their tireless work and especially
for Janne for her “rocky road” at
all of our meetings.
The Committee consisted of;
»» Michael Dadds President
»» Peter Sharley (Senior VP)
Chairman
»» Adrian Howard Director of
Men’s Operations
»» Wayne Abrey Director of
Women’s Operations
»» Peter DeCure Director of
Finance
»» Tom Austin General Member
»» Sam Bridgwood General
Member
»» Janne Filmer General Member
»» Eddie Dadds Player Rep
»» Jackson Dearing Player Rep
»» Courtney Thomas Player Rep
»» Nicola Burns Player Rep
»» Sam Pittman Treasurer

Colin Casey has been our first
partially employed General
Manager in our 111 year history.
What a great step forward for the
club. We are just so huge now
and especially as we will have 11
teams next year the GM becomes
an essential part of our club
functioning.
We have created an historical
committee in addition to our
operational, nominations,
social, finance, sponsorship and
membership, communications
and marketing, and infrastructure
committees. One just needs to
spend a few minutes reading and
staring at our new picket fence
between the grandstand and the
scoreboard to understand how
busy the historical committee
have been. Our players (and
AUCC players too) who served in
WW 1 are recognised on their own
picket. We have a rich history and
one we do not take for granted. It
is respected.
On the fields of play the rise
and rise of women’s AFL is hard
to keep up with. AUFC is no
exception. We look to have 4
female teams next year including
under 18 for the first time.
The A grade women’s season
without a loss and the huge
GF win was so impressive the
AFL teams have drafted many
of our superstars. I doubt any
club in Australia was so heavily
targeted by the AFLW teams.
The demand on our existing
facilities continues to grow. We
have lodged a planning grant
with the Office of Recreation and
Sport to commence the process
of improving our facilities to meet
standards for the women (and the
men too of course). The first step
in this process is to concentrate
football at Park 12 rather than
support 2 sites that do not meet
the required standards.

In 2017 we have had our best year
ever with regard to the number
of player sponsorships with 74 of
our players individually sponsored
across men and women. (no
payment to player but rather to
cover the league fees and playing
apparel ). Our many and valued
Blacks membership and huge
network continues to support us
financially and also in many other
ways.
Our corporate sponsors have
been a pleasure to work with.
Please see their promotions in
this Black Book and get behind
them as they get behind us. This
upgraded Blacks Book and our
new website are improved ways
we will be able to promote our
sponsors around the world.
We were honoured with the AU
Sport Patrons “Club of the Year”
at the Blues dinner and I largely
credit this to our volunteers who
without them we would not exist.
We thank them sincerely.
This year also saw an overhaul
of our finances thanks to Sam
Pittman and Peter DeCure. We
now have up to date audited
accounts which included settling
a significant retrospective BAS bill
as a consequence of the previous
year’s shortcomings.
I thank all of those who have
contributed to the wellbeing of
the huge Blacks Family in 2017. I
still have ringing in my ears to “It
is fun to play at the AUFC” to the
tune of “YMCA” which was sung
with gusto and actions at the
presentation dinner. How true it is.

Peter Sharley
Chairman
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Treasurer’s Report
Dear Blacks
Enthusiasts, As
keen observers
of the AUFC
finances would
note previously our
financial year ran
from 1 November
2016 to 31 October
2017. As per the
changes in the
constitution, it
was agreed that
the financial year
should run from 1
January 2018 to 31
December 2018..

Firstly I would like to thank all of

on these upgrades.

the clubs sponsors for Season

We anticipate moving forward

2017. The sponsorship group
led by Peter Sharley were again
instrumental in obtaining backing
for the club. Included in such
generous backers are The General
Havelock our home pub and
major sponsor, Turner Securities,
Thomas Foods International, Elliot
& Turner Travel Associates, Carpe
Diem, Angoves Winemakers,
Dr Jones & Partners, Adelaide
University Sports Association,
Purple Hands, Wine Centre
of Australia, Moore Stephens,
Thomson Geer Lawyers, BankSA,
Nelson Teamware, Elders at
Flinders Park and Leading Edge.
The club also owes a great many
thanks to Bob Miles and Rita
Golding who again produced

This will leave the unusual

wonders behind the bar and in

position of this financial year

the canteen. Without them the

running for fourteen months. Rest

club would cease to function. I

assured that moving forward we

would also like to thank the many

will revert back to the usual 12

player sponsors who allowed the

month financial year!

players to enjoy the marvellous

I note that at 31 October 2017

facilities the Club provides.

the club ran at a slight profit, the

I would also like to mention

inclusion of the extra months

the fantastic people at Moore

resulted in the club running at a

Stephens whose time and

slight loss.

guidance to me this year in

I make the following comparison,

relation to the club’s GST position

the AUFC’s finances during this

has been invaluable.

financial year (1 November 2016

As previously mentioned season

to 31 December 2017) performed

2017 was a solid year off the field.

like a good university student,

Whilst expenses did rise through

receiving a solid six out of ten. A

the updating of some of the

pass but we continue to seek to

Club’s off field processes this was

produce much better.

greatly offset by the enormous
generosity of the player sponsors
who enabled the club to embark

10
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that some of the expenses
including medical suppliers and
social functions will fall from the
past season and remain hopeful
that more people will come on
board as player sponsors. In order
to get a head start on others and
to enable you to sponsor your
favourite player please jump
online to the clubs new website
and click on the player sponsor
tab. I have been ensured that
the website will be operational
shortly.
To the Blacks community, I would
encourage anyone who has either
the time or the funds to help
the club. It is truly a fantastic
environment and will continue to
be the envy of all other clubs in
both South Australia, nationally
and internationally.
Finally, I would like to thank both
Peter De Cure and Nick Langridge
for their help and guidance
this past year. Both have been
enormous assets to both myself
and the club.
Bob Bless,

Sam Pittman
Treasurer

Adelaide University Football Club
1 November 2016 to 31 December 2017
31 Dec 17

Income

Notes

AUCC Bar takings

1

$17,898.15

AUSPRA Grant

2

$21,100.00
$13,197.40

Canteen

$14,128.88

Donations Received

3

Membership

$120,350.61

Merchandise Sales

$1,044.00

Other Grants

$2,430.08

Social Function Income

$24,174.00

Subscriptions

$27,158.00
$80.00

Wine Drive

$241,561.12

Total Income

Less Cost of Sales

$5,524.53

Bar purchases

$909.09

Canteen purchases
Merchandise Purchases

$36,621.02

Total Cost of Sales

$43,054.64
$198,506.48

Gross Profit

Plus Other Income

$25,643.79

Bar takings

$100.00

Facility and venue hire income

$25,743.79

Total Other Income

Less Operating Expenses
Accounting Fees & Software

$795.42

Administration Costs

$746.70
$18,198.56

AUCC Bar

$4,512.40

AUSPRA Memberships

$1,885.83

Bank Fees

$64,372.30

Coaching and Trainers' Fees

$4,100.80

Footballs
General Manager

$10,449.75

Medical Supplies

$11,099.85

SAAFL Calls

$23,794.00

Social Functions Costs

$46,199.04
$164.30

Sponsorship & Promotion Costs
Sundry

$3,084.76

Team Expenses - Lower Grades

$9,702.50

Team Expenses - Senior Squad

$599.50

Team Expenses - Womens

$5,963.62

Trophies

$6,229.00
$18,921.94

Umpires - Central

$430.00

Website Hosting Fees

$231,250.27

Total Operating Expenses

-$7,000.00

Net Profit
Notes

1) AUCC Bar relates to amounts received into our bank account and subsequently transferred into the AUCC account during cricket season.
2) AUSPRA Grant relates to grants received from AU Sports
3) Membership relates to all forms of membership. This include Greys, Bob Neil and Player Sponship.

DIVISION 1 Black Jack & The Showgirls

BACK (L-R): Damien Cunningham, Matthew Langridge, Connor
Noonan, Lachlan Cameron, Jack Noonan, Eddie Dadds, Will Paynter,
Charlie Parker, Michael Dadds (President).

FRONT (L-R): Andrew Alesci, Simon Sharley, Tom Walker, Nick
Langridge, Michael Taylor, John Paynter (Coach), Seb Paynter
(Captain), Lukas Antoniades, Aiden Offe, Craig Evans
(Team Manager).
12
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Most Improved
Sangster Medalist:

Seventh

Aidan Offe

Coach:

Best Fresher Male –
Lachlan Cameron

John Paynter.
Captain:
Seb Paynter
Best and Fairest:

Most Effective –
Will Paynter
Leading Goal Kicker –
Matthew Langridge
Team Manager:
Craig Evans

Seb Paynter
R/U B&F:

Matthew Langridge
Best Team Man:
Michael Taylor
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Coach's Report
Pre-season
2017 saw some
controversy when
we received some
poor publicity from
an Athletics Group
who did not want
to share Park 10.
When I say share Park 10,
I am being a little vague
as it was indeed the
Football Club who had a
booking for the use thereof!
Bewildering stuff really
that was handled nearly as
poorly as seeing our oval
at Park 12 renovated before
our season had finished!
Pre season took a better
shape when our trial
form against an Adelaide
Football Club SANFL side,
followed by a trial against
Gawler South was very
encouraging with Nick
Beneke kicking multiple
goals and showing that he
may be a solution to not
having a forward who could
kick more than 30 goals in
a season.
Alas we were proven wrong
when Nick's season ended
early and forced a second
retirement after round 5.
Recruitment in 2017
saw the brilliant Matty
Langridge join his brother
and it was Matt and

14
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Nick who fought out the
goalkicking award with
tallies in the 20's.
Matt won the Goalkicking
honours narrowly as well
as being Runner Up in the
Gunning Medal and our
Representative in a City v
Country pre season match
at Adelaide Oval as well
as joining Seb Paynter
and Michael Taylor as our
Representatives in the
League's 2017 Team of the
Year.

Recruitment in 2017 also
introduced Max Neville,(14
matches) Carson Clark,(9
matches) Casey Grice, (15
matches) Lachlan Cameron,
(all 18 matches), a former
State U18 Representative
from West Adelaide, and
the SANFL experienced,
Todd Pfieffer.
Mid year, we were also
lucky enough to have
Conor Noonan from West
Adelaide join his brother
Jack at the Blacks. Charlie
Parker also joined his

brothers at the Blacks and
played the last 12 matches
and is a most exciting
prospect. Ben Adams also
joined the Blacks following
a brilliant schoolboy career
and made his presence felt
with 6 matches which was
restricted not by talent but
a serious injury followed
by a return to the Reserves
Finals campaign in which
he excelled.
We were also excited
about the return of Ben
Smelt, however, injury did
not allow a single game
from our former U23 All
Australian.
As good as each of our new
players were, we continued
to struggle to keep many of
our regulars fit and healthy
enough for extended
weeks of the year. Todd
Pfieffer was brilliant when
he played but suffered
some bizarre and long
term injuries and managed
only 6 games for 11 goals
but Todd gave so much
to our Club on and off the
field. Nick Cottrell had a
season ending injury in the
second match and we will
all welcome his return next
year. Darcy Batman missed
many weeks through
injury while his brother
Tom worked remotely and
therefore missed most of
the season.

The only upside to the
absence of Tom and Darcy
Bateman was that it did
provide opportunities to
the deserved Jack Keynes.
Brodie Borg managed just 8
games. I was disappointed
that Harry Wellington also
managed only 3 matches
this year due to injury.

We commenced Round
1 still a little under done
which added to competitive
losses to Payneham
and TTG in the opening
2 rounds. Both these
opponents finished in the
top 3 of the competition
and both teams we
defeated in rounds 10 and
11.

Jack Noonan was unable
to train regularly due to
work commitments but was
again, pivotal to our cause
on match days.

The year will be fondly
remembered by 5
consecutive wins in rounds
10-14 against Payneham
at home by 3 points, TTG
away by 10 points, SPOC
at home by 35 points,
Salisbury North away by 14
points and Modbury away
by 7 points.

We did however manage 3
"guest appearances from
Damon Robinson, one of
which he won the match
for us with 5 goals against
Modbury at Modbury in
round 14. To lose Will
Paynter early in that match
and for the remainder
of the season is best
illustrated when saying that
we did not win after round
14.
Our best recruits for 2017
however were our off field
recruits in the form of our
much loved Trainers Crazy
Karrl and Cheesie, our new
team manager Evo, as well
as Colin Casey.

Our year was characterised
by not losing games in
which we were the more
fancied opponent and also
punctuated by winning
some close games when
the result could have gone
either way.
Our closest loss was
however one of our better
performances for the year
in round 16 by 5 points at
home against the eventual
premier, ROC's. Having one
or 2 of either Todd Pfieffer,
Will Paynter or Brodie Borg
would have been handy on
that day, either that or we
nail one of our last 4 shots
on goals in the last few
minutes!

On the downside however
we refused to defeat
PAOC, Port Districts nor
Goodwood!
The future of the Div 1 side
is with a young group who
have now built reasonable
experience together and
who are still improving.
In that group sits Eddie
Dadds, Aiden Offe, Brodie
Borg, Nick Cottrell, Charlie
Parker, Ben Adams and
Jack Keynes.
Seb Paynter was appointed
captain for the 2017 season
and followed our longest
serving Mens A Grade
captain in Tom Walker. Seb
added his own touches
to the role and following
a pre season in which he
probably over trained, Seb
was rewarded by finishing
equal runner up in the 2017
Hone Medal for the Best
Player in Division 1 behind
Will O'Malley from ROC.
Seb also became the third
player in Blacks A Grade
History to win his fifth
Gunning Medal for the Best
and Fairest AU A Grade
Mens Footballer.
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Can I also thank and
congratulate the brilliant
A Grade service from Tom
Walker and Andrew Alesci
in what is likely to be their
last full A Grade season but
not necessarily their last
game for the Blacks.
I also wish to take the
opportunity to thank
Simon Sharley, Damian
Cuningham, Will Evans and
Lukas Antoniadas who have
been brilliant support over
an extended period of time
and from all, I have drawn
confidence and belief.
Massive thanks to all
Blackers, Committee,
volunteers, assistants,
players and in particular
to our much loved
Football Director Adrian
Howard. Michael Dadds,
Peter Sharley and Sam
Bridgwood have also been

16
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extremely supportive and
work way too hard.
Not everyone is so lucky
to coach the Div 1 side
of Adelaide University
Football Club and I was
able to do so for 4 years.
In that time I was lucky
enough to "coach" my 2
sons and their friends who
I hope have become my
friends…….therein perhaps,
lies a problem, albeit a
privilege and an honour !
Thanks to all men and
women Black and Bob
Bless.

John Paynter

AUFC Annual Report 17
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DIVISION 1R Jumbo & his Princes

PLAYERS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR:
Matthew Allan (Captain), Ben Adams, Ryan Agnew James Barr,
Hamish Crouch, Josh Connell, Jackson Dearing, Patrick Dolan, Kalon
Green (Captain), Sam Harms, Peter Hyde, Max Jamieson, Michael
Leslie, Duncan McIntosh, Lewis Parker, Max Parker (Vice Captain),
Ethan Moore, Tom Maughan, Doug Radford (Vice Captain), Sam
Penniment, Sam Pittman, Josh Stewart, Matt Slade, Brett Simpson,
Monty Swift, James Waston.

18
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:
Top at end of minor
round. Lost Grand Final.
Coach:
Tom Davies
Captain:
Matt Allan & Kalon Green

Best Team man:
Max Parker
Best in Finals:
Ben Adams
Team Manager:
Evo

Vice Captain/s –
Max Parker & Doug
Radford
Best and Fairest:

Monty Swift
R/U B&F:

Ethan Moore
AUFC Annual Report 17
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Coach's Report
First things first, the
above mentioned
team name was
quickly changed
after the rookie
coach revealed
to the squad that
a number of the
players could be
his illegitimate
children from the
late 90’s. From that
moment, TD and his
Illegitimate Children
were born.
After a vigorous campaign,
much like a Bennelong
bi-election, the leaders
of the team were named
just in time for the season.
Kalon ‘Greeny’ Green and
Matt ‘Laces Down’ Allan
could not be split for
the captaincy, and it was
agreed Labour and Liberal
would share the spoils.
They were ably supported
in 2017 by Max ‘Penalty
Carton’ Parker and Doug
‘Batman’ Radford.
Round 1 saw what has now
become accustomed in
the amateur league. Sun
shining brightly, mid 20’s
weather, with a slight north
easter blowing.
With nerves a plenty on and
off field, a lack of magnets,
late team changes, Gav
Gragg deciding he couldn’t

20
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run due to an over 40’s
calf strain, an eclectic mix
of Blackmen took the field
against PNU. Once the
game got into motion,
those on the sidelines knew
the Children were in for a
‘good’, maybe even ‘great’
year. This game set the tone
for many rounds to come,
running out comfortable 16
goals victors.
The first of a number of
low lights struck in round
1, with the co-captain
Greeny going down with
an ACL. The shed shook
as the inspirational leader
came from the field. Greeny
typifies everything you
look for in a team mate
and leader. Dedication,
commitment, respect, can
have a laugh, and gives his
all.

The remaining 17 rounds
came and went, generally
with 10+ goal victories. Just
one loss during the minor
round against the Sinners
at Sin Stadium (grrrr). The
team really had no chance
that day, having to support
the playing coach and 3-4
ring ins. One thing the
team was able to overcome
week-in, week-out during

the season was a lack or
numbers, with numerous
rounds requiring Saturday
morning fill ins from around
the state.
There were too many
highlights to mention
during the year, but one
worthy of mention is the
game versus TTG at TTG.
Down by 5 points with 1
minute to play, the flying
wedge was enacted. As
the ball moved up the
ground, a mongrel punt
sailed into the forward 50
which was duly marked by
‘Laces’ Allan. As Matty lined
up, Max Parker noticed
something unusual. Matty
was holding the ball upside
down (i.e. Laces Down).
How odd commented Max.
With the siren pending,
Laces Allan running into
a head wind, 45 metres
out, avoiding pot holes
duly slotted a left to right
Stephen Kernahan shank.
Laces Allan proceeded
to miss all his other shots
throughout the year, but
thank god that one went
through.

Finals arrived with the
mighty Blacks in number
1 position on the ladder,
which is a testament to the
squad. We had in excess of
50 players take the field,
so to finish top is a credit
to every single player who
donned a guernsey during
the year.
After a week off, and a Port
Adelaide decision to play
a final away from home
at Gaza (thank you Uni
groundsman, you will not
be receiving a Xmas card
from this coach), we fell
to the Sinners again by a
couple of goals. The loss
was even more painful, with
ACL number 2 striking the
team. This time, it was our
off-field leader Max Parker
going down. This was
excruciating to see with
everyone knowing Max’s
passion is Sturt Cricket.
Like Greeny, Max shows all
the qualities we love at the
Blacks, and will go on to
achieve great things.
Next step was a Prelim
final at TTG against ROCS
for a place in the GF. The
Children played one of their
best games of the year.

It was high impact, high
octane, and came down
to the last few plays as
to who would come out
victorious. From all reports
the coach couldn’t watch
the last 5 minutes and was
seen in the bar having a
beer to calm the nerves.
A coaching masterstroke
to move Monty forward
in the last quarter paid
dividends, and a re-match
with the Sinners awaited
the Children.

This is where the good
news stops. See the
website for the Grand
Final commentary. It was
a valiant effort by the
Children, but not quite
enough at the end of the
day. Outmuscled by an
experienced opponent.
Three losses to the one
team hurts, however, next
year is a new page and a
new journey.

Whilst we would all love to
say it was a great season,
it was a good season. A
great season is winning the
trophy and a medal around
your neck.
The boys certainly
developed, and we had
a lot of fun along the
way. They embrace play
hard, party hard which is
awesome.
This group is a fantastic
bunch of young men who
show respect, an ability
to listen, adapt, accept
challenges and feedback,
and work hard (even
asking for longer training
sessions…go figure!). With
some hard lessons learnt,
this group will be better
for it in the 2018, both in a
football sense and in their
personal and professional
pursuits off the field.
All we can hope for as a
club and coaches, is the
majority have another
go, and realise it takes
every ounce of energy
and composure to achieve
the ultimate prize of a
premiership.

Tom Davies
AUFC Annual Report 17
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DIVISION 1 Steen Machine and Her Terminators

BACK (L-R): Michael Dadds (President), Zahn Anthony, Nicola Burns,
Nicole Collie, Matilda Van Riel, Kelly Barltrop, Stana Zecevic, Whitney
Benson, Kayla Edwards, Georgia Taylor, Charlotte Bond, Emily
Tromans, Wayne Abrey (Women’s Operations).
FRONT (L-R): Adele Gibson, Ebony O’Dea, Ellen D’alessandro, Julie
Power, Tess Baxter (Assistant Coach), Jess Edwards (Captain), Chris
Bennett (Assistant Coach), Cassie Tsoumbris, Chiara Owens, Matilda
Zander.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best Team Woman:
Kelly Barltrop

Top & Premiers!
Coach:

Team Manager:
Annie Burns

Krissie Steen
Captain:

Team Doctor:
Verity Cooper

Jess Edwards
Best in Finals:
Courtney Gum
Best and Fairest:

Sophie Li
R/U B&F:

Kristi Harvey
Best Fresher Female:
Georgia Taylor
AUFC Annual Report 17
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Coach's Report
We have all heard
that the best-laid
plans of mice and
men often go awry.
But what about the
plans of the Blacks
women?.
During the 2016 season one
thing was clear, we could
play footy. After Adelaide
Uni won the Division 2
Premiership in 2015 there
was some trepidation
among the playing group
regarding our ability to
compete in Division 1 in
2016. After a few weeks the
trepidation had dissipated,
and the group settled
nicely into the Division 1
competition. We won a few
games, KB kicked 25 goals
in her first three matches
and we began to believe.
As Coach at the time I
could see our potential but
lamented our preparation,
we should have been fitter,
we should have done more
skill work and we should
have implemented more
structure. Regardless, we
won match after match
going down only to West
Adelaide (marginally)
and Morphettville Park
(convincingly). We were
good but not good enough.
With the knowledge that
we would again have a very
strong (largely homegrown
#uptheblacks) squad in
2017 with a realistic shot
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at a Premiership tilt, we
needed a plan. Further, we
had players very capable
of entering the AFLW
system who seemed to be
unable to break into the
inner sanctum. With these
things in mind myself and
few other keen Blackers
went to brunch, discussed
our future, tapped into the
mind of Screecher for help
and mapped out a plan.
Enter Step One - Recruit
an Experienced Coach to
Develop the Raw Talent.
Late in the 2016 season we
contacted Caitlin Brady at
the SAWFL to enquire if she
knew of any experienced
coaches looking to get
into women’s football. She
mentioned Krissie Steen
was in South Australia and
had extensive experience
not only in Female Footy
but had also done some
work with AFLW clubs.

A quick google
(Beastmaster anyone?)
had me very interested.
Krissie certainly had
experience and had been
the opposition coach

for one of the first ever
Women’s AFLW precursors
featuring the Western
Bulldogs. I shot her a quick
email and gave her some
info about the Blacks,
imagining hoping she at the
other end biding her time,
just waiting for someone
to ask her out to coach.
Lo and behold that very
weekend who should the
Blacks girls run into on the
hill at Modbury but KRISSIE
STEEN! We managed to
awkwardly make contact,
recognising her from the
googling and spying her
Western Bulldogs jacket.
A few words from her
and our training structure
completely changed,
improving our football
immensely over the latter
part of the season. Krissie
may have thought she
had a choice but from
that moment on, she was
a marked woman for the
2017 Adelaide Uni Division 1
Head Coaching Role.
After the 2016 season had
finished we also managed
to secure our first Assistant
Coach, the very talented
Mr Rick Watts. A random
meeting on a night out
turned into a few beers
and a 3-hour structure
discussion using the pub
window as a whiteboard.
The beers turned into a
catch up for a coffee a few
days later and eventually,
Ricko got on board.

Enter Step Two- Get Them
Fit

Step Four- Recruit, Recruit,
Recruit

When the season finished,
and we had narrowly
missed out on a Grand Final
berth, the Blacks women
were keen to make 2017 the
Year of The Blacks.

Wait what? Who put
this in here? What the
Blacks undoubtedly had
in droves was dedicated,
homegrown, Blacks-loving,
Ginger-Wine drinking home
grown talent! With the
likes of Barltrop, Benson,
Burns, Collie, Jedwards,
Kedwards, Fisher, Harvey,
King, Richardson, Tromans,
Tsoumbris and Watherson
lining up for us again in
2017 we considered putting
the ol’ cue in the rack and
shutting up shop.

With the introduction of a
SANFL Women’s season
for the first time running
during our pre-season we
identified that planning
was the key. We would
have 22 girls playing in
the SANFLW with only a
4-week pre-season. Under
Lep’s guidance we got in
touch Josh Mitise of JMSC
Strength and conditioning
and put a NovemberDecember pre-pre-season
plan in place. To their
credit the girls smashed
an 8-week strength and
conditioning and running
program before Christmas
to get themselves ready for
their SANFLW pre-season.
Enter Step Three- Get the
Club on Board
Late in the year a few of
us headed into the Blacks
Exec meeting armed with
only a smile and the best
intentions for the women’s
team to get the backing for
a new head coach. After
a short proposal we soon
skipped out armed with
the clubs blessing to track
down a candidate we and
Wayno deemed worthy.

That said, we ended up with
amazing luck and picked
up some absolute gems. It
would be remiss of me not
to mention them. Through
the AFLW Player Cap Anne
Hatchard from the Adelaide
Crows joined us, we also
picked up Courtney Gum
Gummo in one of the best
package deal The Blacks
had ever seen and Tait
Mackrill hopped across the
pond (aka the Torrens) to
round out our magnificent
threesome.
Mentions must also go
to Tilly Van Riel, Georgia
Taylor and Bridgette Needs
who joined us after a great
time at Falls Festival.

We also managed to pick
up some handy players
from other sports in retired
Contax Captain and exThunderbird Jane “Fitzy”
Fitzgerald, ex Australian
Netballer and Thunderbird
Jane Altschwager, excricket superstar Scorpion
Rhianna Peate and previous
Lady Red Rachel Quigley.
Step Five- Actually Get The
Club on Board
We finally secured the
services of Steen in late
December. She added the
marvellous Christopher
Bennett to the coaching
crew and we were off.
Bang. Into it. First training
session! We got about 10
minutes in and had to move
off the oval so they boys
could do a full field drill.
Whilst that wasn’t anyone’s
fault per se, it wasn’t a
great first impression of
intra club relations for
Krissie.
The club and the league
found a solution, however,
and we found ourselves
with a permanent Thursday
night training booking
at the home of footy,
Thebarton oval.
Krissie had come in and
confronted issues faced
by teams across the
competition head on. She
was challenging the norm
of women’s football. Why
should a Division 1 team
be aligned budget, facility
and training-wise with the
anything other than the
men’s Division 1 team?
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Why should they have to
train before or after the
men’s preferred times?
We met with the Exec to
thrash out the issues. It
was an intense meeting,
for all parties! Krissie
soon saw that The Blacks
environment was one
that was trying to foster
women’s football, one
where copious amounts of
money are not poured into
player and coach payments
for the men, and the Exec
members present could
see that while providing an
opportunity for the women
to play was a great first
step, maybe it was time to
provide equal opportunities
across the board. By the
end of it we agreed on one
thing, let’s not be the best
club the women have been
at “so far” let’s aim to set
the bar for female football
in South Australia.
That meeting set the tone
for the season. Daddsy and
Sharls were seen at many
a Division 1 match cheering
in the stands, and Daddsy
ensured the women were
made part of the club
tradition of presenting
Bootlaces to Division 1
debutants. A tradition
very much enjoyed by the
coaches and playing group.
Jan supported the team
in any way she could, the
players loved home games
as it meant Jan’s Nuts and
Bolts. Peter De Cure also
got on board organising a
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women’s networking event
for the girls, exposing them
to the Blacks ability to
teach life skills as well as
footy skills.
Step Six- Let Krissie Do Her
Thing
Be it intra club relations,
inter club interactions or
training on a Thursday
night, Krissie certainly
left her mark. As stated
earlier, Adelaide Uni already
had some good stock.
Especially when you threw
in the newbies. We could
have been competitive just
sending the girls out to
play. But would we have
developed? Would the
players have learnt? Would
we have had so many
talented girls drafted into
the AFLW? Would we have
won the premiership in a
undefeated season? No.
Without Krissie our playing
and coaching group would
not have blossomed into
the team they became. Not
only did she set the bar
high at trainings, setting
and monitoring distance
covered of up to 11km in
pre-season and 8km per
session during the season,
but she also set roles and
expectations for individual
players on game day.
She taught the players
about the game, not just
how to kick and handball
(although there was plenty
of skills training too, extra
on weekend thanks to

Mr Bennett). The Blacks
women worked hard under
Krissie to learn their game
plan and put it into place
on game day. Their style of
football and the way they
moved the ball was very
impressive. There were
two memorable matches
throughout the season, one
against Salisbury and one
against Morphettville Park.

Both could have gone
either way but the girls
stood up tall in the second
half, winning both by 11
points. The Division 1 team
managed to round out
the season undefeated,
premiership cup in tow.
Krissie also opened
channels for players
wanting to aim higher in
their footballing careers,
giving them the confidence
to put themselves out there
and have a crack. Through
her work and the work of
the playing group Courtney
Gum and Tait Mackrill were
drafted to GWS, Sophie
Li to Carlton while Ruth
Wallace and MJ were
picked up by the Crows.

Several other players were
also contacted by AFLW
clubs and, whilst they not
have been picked up for the
next AFLW season, they
are undoubtedly in a better
position for the future.

Over the season the
coaching staff were also
developed and offered
opportunities. Krissie
snagged the head coaching
job at South Adelaide and
Rick and Chris have both
taken assistant coaching
roles with The Panthers.
Overall, the 2017 season
was a huge success for
the Blacks. As always,
the playing group were
joy to coach and worked
hard all year. Rachel King
player her role as The Neck
admirably, working the
board and keeping things
running smoothly on game
day week in, week out. A
special mention must go
to our Division 2 side, who
faced up against the best
22 of many other clubs in
the absence of a reserves
competition. The Division 2

players and coaching staff
provided valuable support
to the Division 1 team and
their success would not
have been possible without
such a strong support base.
The Division 4 group were
also an integral part of the
club. One of the highlights
of the year was the Blacks
taking out the Campfire
Cup. The team was a
composition of the Division
1’s, 2’s and 4’s, people from
outside of the club unable
to tell who was from which
team as Mr Bennett had
the whole group working
together seamlessly.

Lastly Wayne Abrey was
again an amazing support
for the women’s program
as a whole. Whether it be
purchasing balls, organising
umpires, setting up for
training team manager or
planning the GF after party
he performed admirably.
Together with our manager
Anne Burns he ensured
game days ran smoothly
and supported all members
of The Blacks group.

Once again, the Abrey
Medal earnt it’s name.
Adelaide Uni took huge
steps forward as a club this
year. We learnt it is very
difficult to ask other’s to
see something from your
own perspective. We all
have our own point of view,
our own bias and usually,
our own best intentions.
Equality can only be
achieved when everybody
has the same access at
both ends of the scale.
We still have some work
to do to ensure our entry
level girls are given every
opportunity to play each
week and there are other
issue to work on, however if
we can cover near as much
ground in 2018 we will be
well on our way to closing
the gap.

Tess Baxter
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DIVISION 2 Lozza And Her Dodgy Tradies

BACK (L-R): Anne Burns, Louisa White, Eboni Tiller, Chiara Owens,
Chloe Wanklyn, Mariah Jones, Courtney Thomas (Captain), Charlotte
Bond, Briony Chamberlayne, Ellie Davis, Ellie Fry, Lauren Christensen
(Coach).
FRONT (L-R): Simone Keech, Toreigh Tiller, Suzanne Holliday, Zahn
Anthony, Ellen D’allesandro, Morgan Knight, Elora Fisher, Bridgette
Needs, Noe Llamas Gomez, Jordan Dickie.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:
Sixth
Coach:
Lauren Christensen
Captain:
Courtney Thomas

Suzanne Holliday

Best Team Woman:

Team Manager:
Wayne Abrey

Courtney Thomas
Best and Fairest:

Kayla Edwards
R/U B&F:

Charlotte Bond
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Coach's Report
The 2017 season
for Div 2 brought a
wave of new faces
mixed with some
well known senior
faces to the team.
With a new game plan,
it took a few weeks for
the girls to adjust. Early
injuries to the Div 1 one
team meant the Div 2 team
had a constant change of
faces mostly through the
midfield. Because of this,
the improvements that we
did have didn’t quite show
on the scoreboard. With
many first-year players, I
was very happy with the
improvements the girls
made week to week.
We had great leadership
from our Seniors in Kayla
Edwards when she didn’t
have Div 1 duties, Suzanne
Holiday and Courtney
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Thomas. It was a struggle
week to week to get
consistency through the
playing group, but towards
the end of the year, we did
start to work well together
to put so solid scores on
the board.
I was very proud of the girls
and the support they gave
to the Div 1 and Div 4 teams
to help bring home 2 grand
final wins for Adelaide Uni.
Even though Div 2 didn’t
make finals we had great
growth as a team and
have made a great base to
build on moving into 2018
season.

Lauren Christensen
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DIVISION 4 Hollywood And His Rising Stars

BACK (L-R): Michael Dadds (President), Wayne Abrey (Team
Manager), Toreigh Tiller, Lucy Martinson, Ellen D’alessandro, Sarah
Jones, Cassie Glover, Chiara Owens, Eboni Tiller, Stephanie Carnell,
Noe Llamas Gomez, Kym Holliday (Water Runner).
FRONT (L-R): Matilda Zander, Ella Sutton, Louisa White, Gabby
Gormlie, Chris Bennett (Assistant Coach), Locky Sandford (Coach),
Ian White (Assistant Coach), Charlotte Proudman, Mariah Jones,
Suzanne Holliday.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best Team Woman:
Taryn Mumford

Premiers!
Coach:

Best in Finals:
Charlotte Proudman

Locky Sandford
Team Manager:
Captain:
Tiff Lee

Wayne Abrey

Vice Captain:
Gabby Gormlie
Best and Fairest:

Tiff Lee
R/U B&F:

Gabby Gormlie
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Coach's Report
This year for the
AUFC Women
really showed
how popular
football, especially
amongst women,
had become
with a massive
influx in members
ranging from
various sporting
backgrounds but
with all one thing in
mind, learning this
great game and
the mateship that
comes with a team
sport.
The Div 4 women had a lot
of players every week and a
rotation policy was put into
place to be fair for all with
game time but as there
was so much talent even
with the rotation it showed
each week we were still
strong and reflected across
the depth into all 3 teams
which are amazing.
All grades learnt the
structures as well as
basic skills which I feel
progressed the teams
further ahead than any of
the competition as well as
respect for each other and
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the never give up attitude,
some days it was a struggle
with the volunteer situation
but we still managed to
have enough family around
to get onboard with
whatever was needed.
Being a successful team
was beyond all our wildest
dreams and for this season
the goal was to enjoy all of
our improvements and selfgoals to become a tightknit group like a family , we
were a team from humble
beginnings in just learning
to kick, mark and handpass
a football but with constant
perseverance and a smile
we achieved the dream .
As a coach and an Aufc
member I love what I do
and looking forward to
where we all go from here,
the skies the limit and being
involved now for almost 5
years I would never change
it for the world.
#backtheblacks

Locky "Hollywood"
Sandford
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DIVISION 7 Sexy P!mp & His C-Men

BACK (L-R): Patrick Dolan, James Harrison, Max Jamieson, Matthew
Deutrom, Sebastian Smith, Michael Leslie, Quinn Daly, Dom Davis,
Caleb Desmet, Lachlan Jacobs,Tom Vickery, Wayne Abrey.
FRONT (L-R): Mitchell Veprek, Theo Baker, James Barr, Daniel
Polkinghorne (Captain), Simon Ritchie (Coach D7), James Davies
(Coach D7R), Zac Turnbull, Sebastian Hutchins, Jared Cmrlec, Justin
Neave.
MASCOTS: Chloe Polkinghorne, Noah Ritchie, Gia Ritchie.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best Team man:
Daniel Polkinghorne

Sixth
Coach:

Team Manager:
James Calder

Simon Ritchie
Captain:
Daniel Polkinghorne
Vice Captain:
Dom Davis
Best and Fairest:

Dominic Davis
R/U B&F:

Andrew Riley
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Coach's Report
Season 2017 was
one of mixed
fortunes for the
C-Men, with a
promising start
followed by a
second half where
wins were harder
to find than Peter
Falconio.
Our form on the road was solid
in the first 5 rounds, chalking up
wins over Karl Marx, the Tee Hees
and North Pines for a Full Team.
The wins over Karl Marx and
the Tee Hees were particularly
pleasing as both required big
last quarter efforts to overcome
a confident home side. Fat Max
was in fine form at North Pines,
bagging 8 playing as a specialist
half forward who rested as a
rover. These three wins were
spliced by losses at Bob Neil #1 to
Para Dills and MItchell Car Park,
the equally fattest, most tattooed
and ugliest teams in all of the
amateur league.

C-Men fall a kick short. A tough
game followed at Hitler Youth,
who were consistently good
across every line and taught the
C-Men a lesson to the tune of 14
goals in a polished display. With
the Tarnished Spooners having
as much spine as a politician who
is trailing in the polls, a victory
by forfeit in round 9 saw the
C-Men turn with 5-4 and a spot in
the 5.
The roller coaster of availability
saw a rethink of roles for some.
Swooper found himself named
at full forward for the start of
the homeward stretch against
Karl Mark at #1. He jagged 10 in a
display reminiscent of Who Smelt
It Dealt It against Lock and Keys
in 2013. Those 10 were on the
scoresheet by three quarter time
and Swoop could only manage
3rd best for the day. It was to be
one of only 2 wins for the C-Men
in the second half of the year. The
away game against Para Dills at
the start of exams had thumping
written all over it in the lead up. A
few were lost to exams and four
of the Brady Bunch’s finest were
called upon to double up.

The winless Central Disunited
pushed us all the way in round 6
at beautiful University Oval before
we prevailed by 3 points at the
death.

Bad kicking proved bad football
away to St Paul Old Socks, as
a dominant first quarter was
followed by an insipid second
and 2.5 to a pair of Kryspy Kreme
glazed specials in the last saw the
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However, the C-Men were
switched on from the outset
and had Para Dills on the ropes
early. The midfield was dominant
and Swooper was everything his
opponent wasn’t: fast, skillful and
good at football. He had 4 on
the board before his opponent
had scratched his bald head and
the C-Men were up 5 to 1 in 15
minutes. Momentum swung wildly,
with first the Dills taking the lead
and seeming to have the C-Men
against the firing wall, before
the C-Men took the advantage
to lead by 2 heading to lemons.

Screecher was so confident he
nicked home for 30 minutes
only to return to see the C-Men
had gone down by 10. It was
strange to walk away from the
game relatively satisfied, having
being well beaten but in strong
positions in each of the first three
quarters.
From here, unfortunately, things
were tough. Gallant efforts
against Mitchell Park and Central
Disunited away and St Paul’s at
home didn’t add any points to the
wins column and saw the sun set
on a finals appearance. The win
at home against North Pines was
noticeable for Tommy $2 shuffling
the magnets to ensure all 21
players kicked a goal in the game.
Kudos to North Pines that day for
fielding practically the same 21
players in both games. A few of
them had probably been drinking
legally since before this scribe
was a sperm, and give or take a
year, I’m 40.
The C-Men’s final game was
against Hitler Youth, who
deservedly went on to beat Para
Dills by 10 goals in the grand final.
Titty Jim kicked the C-Men’s only
goal of the game in the second
quarter, as the focus turned to
ginger wine and kicking screwies
from full back, for which there
were many opportunities. The
Youth kicked a cricket score.
The final was up was 6 actual
wins, 2 by forfeit over the
Spineless Spooners and 10 losses.
The only team we never really got
near was Hitler Youth.
We welcomed many new players
to the Blacks in 2017: Sam
‘Motörhead’ Lemm, Joe ‘What
is he good for’ Waugh, Grégoire
‘Frenchy’ Patacq, Tom Moore
or Less and Jimmy ‘Goose’
Hardess. Second year players
Jack McGowan, Theo Baker,
James Kimber, Peter Pedler and
Stuart Harris showed good form
when they were on the park. Tom
Milton badly broke his right hand
and missed most of the year, but
was a valuable and appreciated
contributor on the side.

Sadly Jack suffered a ruptured
ACL when in a purple patch
and James’ constant shoulder
subluxations eventually saw him
become a fine boundary umpire.
I am thankful for both Jack’s and
James’ support of the team while
unable to play.
With the dearth of players over
the second half of the year, 80+
players pulled on the boots for
the C-Men during season. The
constant changes made form
hard to find and harder to keep.
Of those selected throughout the
year, the 63 who played manfully
but without success against
Mitchell Park, Central United and
St Paul’s in the second half of the
year deserve special mention for
their efforts on those occasions.
We were in with a chance in each
of those games, but 19 or fewer
fresh players on each occasion
was telling.
Personally, it was a pleasure to
play my 300th game for the
Blacks during the season. The Tee
Hees had our measure on the day,
but being able to take the field
with old friends and the best of
team mates in a milestone that
few have reached for the Blacks is
a cherished memory.
Thank you again to Daniel
Polkinghorne and Dom Davis.
Your constant support over
the past five years has been
invaluable. James Calder gave
his sideline support again this
year, thanks Calds, and I was
very pleased to have Ben’s
a Champion don the runner’s
jersey throughout the year.
As always, thank you to my
wonderful wife Bel and beautiful
children Noah and Gia. Bel, your
support, encouragement and love
of the Blacks means everything to
me. Noah and Gia, being able to
bring you into the change rooms
and see you interact with the
team adds a dimension to my love
of football and the Blacks that I
never expected.
I look forward to working with the
other coaches and the Committee
to build a successful 2018 for the
World’s Greatest Football Club.

Ritchie.
#6/#95
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DIVISION 7R The Brady Bunch

BACK (L-R): Patrick Dolan, James Harrison, Max Jamieson, Matthew
Deutrom, Sebastian Smith, Michael Leslie, Quinn Daly, Dom Davis,
Caleb Desmet, Lachlan Jacobs,Tom Vickery, Wayne Abrey.
FRONT (L-R): Mitchell Veprek, Theo Baker, James Barr, Daniel
Polkinghorne (Captain), Simon Ritchie (Coach D7), James Davies
(Coach D7R), Zac Turnbull, Sebastian Hutchins, Jared Cmrlec, Justin
Neave.
MASCOTS: Chloe Polkinghorne, Noah Ritchie, Gia Ritchie.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best Team Man:
James Harrison

Fifth
Coach:

Best in Finals:
Alistair Shimmin

James Davies
Team Manager:
Captain:
Richard Lang

Wayne Abrey

Vice Captain/s –
Zac Turnbull
Best Team Man:
James Harrison
Best and Fairest:

Daniel Trezise
R/U B&F:

Zac Turnbull
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Coach's Report
The Brady Bunch
had a solid 2017
after losing many
key players from
2016 that heavily
contributed to
the team making
the second round
of the 2016 finals
series.

to learn each week we managed

their accolades after extremely

to record regular wins and stay

impressive seasons.

in the top five and be in finals

All players should be commended

contention. This was due to the

on their efforts this season and

great captaincy of Richard Lang

making finals after multiple weeks

with his wealth of experience

of being short on numbers and

helping these new players find

having to deal with new faces on

their feet in the team and learning

a weekly basis.

how to play the game.
Even with these fill-ins and what
seemed like a new team every

This lead to a large number of
new players coming into the side
for 2017 and there roughly being
ten players from the 2016 Brady
Bunch playing consistent games.
Despite this the team played
well throughout the season and
managed to make it through to an
elimination final.
Despite the influx of new players

week during the middle parts of
the season The Brady Bunch still
managed to make finals. The lads
fought hard in the elimination
final against archrivals St Pauls OS
with inaccurate kicking ultimately
costing The Brady Bunch the win.
This left us with one final event
in the form of Super Sunday to
reminisce on the season.

to the Brady Bunch, some of

Big thanks to all that helped
out this year including Wayne
Abrey for umpiring and being
team manager, Jim Daly for goal
umpiring and being match day
official and Justin Neave for his
help as boundary umpire and

whom had never played AFL

runner late in the season.

before! We managed to win the
first four games of the season
and give ourselves a great start
to the season. From there the
Brady Bunch was less consistent
with numbers due to exams and
holidays and this led to many
Friday afternoons and evening
looking for ring ins. Even with
the large amount of ring-ins and
plenty of new faces and names

The Brady Bunch put in a final
solid performance on Super
Sunday where Daniel Trezise took
out the B&F while Zac Turnbull
was runner up. Both players
were extremely deserving of
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James Davies

PART OF THE TEAM

PUT SPONSOR HERE

Dr Jones & Partners Medical Imaging
is proud to be the preferred
Medical Imaging provider to

THE BLACKS
With 24 convenient locations in metro Adelaide and country SA providing:

•

X-Ray • Ultrasound • CT • MRI • Dental •
• Mammography • Nuclear Medicine •
• PET • Bone Densitometry •
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Doctor Led • Patient Focused • Quality Driven
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DIVISION C1 The Chardonnay Socialists

BACK (L-R): Cohen Sulicich, Anthony Vallelonga, Michael Heath, Rob
Calley, Matt Stuart, Harry Jamieson.
3RD ROW (L-R): Innes Macphail, David Blyth, Zac Hambour, Josh Schutz,
Russell Doecke, Nathan Noack, Carey Schiller, Nathan Hallion, Callum
Rohde (Captain), Nick Katsaros, Jake Harry, Shaughn King, Matthew
Johns, Andrew Riley, Ben Watson, Brenton Meier, Wade Hall, Nick Heath.
2ND ROW: Alex Ireland, Sean Lemm, Wayne King, Darien O’Reilly (Coach).
Andrew Lamb, Cam-ron Lane, Dale Adams.
FRONT (L-R): Shelley Fulton, Jo Richardson.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:
Fourth & Lost Grand
Final.
Coach:
Dirty
Captain:
Callum Rhode
Vice Captain/s –

Best Team man:
Camron-Jay Lane
Best in Finals:
Russell Doecke
Team Manager:
Dale Adams
Physio:
Jo Richardson

Shelley Fulton
Best and Fairest:

Joshua Schutz
R/U B&F:

Brenton Meier
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Coach's Report
Some of the
greatest songs are
about unrequited
love, about that
person or thing that
you desperately
desire but can’t
always possess,
can’t always hold
and take home.
I give those lovable scamps
from Geelong, Bored and their
mighty Little Suzie, Kiss’s ode to
being tantalised, Strutter and the
Descendents’ Hope to name just
a few. If the Chardonnay Socialists
were a stereotype we would
surely be the pasty floppy haired
kids pining as to why nice girls
don’t like while penning poetry
in poorly lit bedrooms and filling
socks.

would dominate the competition.
Summer Dreams.
January rolled around with the
familiar feel of lassitude in the
air. February reared its ugly heat
haze maned head as Chardonnays
sought cooler climes or at least
lighter style lagers in Adelaide’s
finest alternative establishments.
March came, and like a
wandering line of fire twirling
hippies appearing at Womad,
Chardonnays began to emerge to
the vast expanses of Park Ten to
have a quiet dob of. Old Blacks
Legend Rob Roy Wright churned
out the kilometres in preparation
for his next ultra-marathon while
teasing us in Scottish. Footballs
spun their graceful arcs for often
up to 20 minutes before Snooze
suggested retiring to the British
so he and Valley could catch up
on their latest Tinder matches.

The Premiership. The Premiership.
Our Kingdom for another
Premiership.
The Cup (possibly the Brian
G Lees Shield) has teased us
immeasurably over the last 4
years with the Chardonnay’s
going close back to back runners
up, premiers, then runners up
again. Yep, you have to risk losing
to win the Big Dance, and there’s
no shame in coming second
but losing a Grand Final stings
and stings for a long time. Much
like that person you dream who
comes across once then rubs your
nose in it by going out with that
annoying twat from down the
road.
2017 saw the Chardonnays in
familiar territory. Much talk over
sun drenched, refreshment fuelled
social gatherings as to where and
how fellow C1 sides would fill our
wrath, about how dedicated and
fit we were going to be and which
recruits gleaned from feeder
country clubs (cheers Eudunda)
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This strategy of half arsed training
topped off with convivial pints
and schnitzels saw the Chards
network drag out, or down,
another few used undies players
in order to play with mates. Josh
Schutz was to go on and wreak
havoc in whatever grade he
played and comfortably win the
Chards B’n’F while adding his
progeny to the Chards offspring
making us able to fill an Adelaide
Football League C grade sons
and daughters team. Jimmy
Mader was to focus solely on
honeymoons and associated
benders while providing a solid
step ladder for C1 forwards
to take before coolly slotting
another miraculous goal from top

of the goalsquare. Matt Stuart
and Shagga Fulton pointed out to
some Trinity talent (hello Wade
and Innes) that the combination
of little training and mostly
central locations for early games
meant that travel times were
reduced and more time could be
spent watching afternoon footy
games.
All in all, we looked at ourselves
and liked what we saw.
We ambled off the season decked
out in Bob’s finest grey at PNU
before the game was called
off during the 3rd quarter (in a
first for me) due to Cez and his
opponent agreeing that a lay
down was a better option than
running around in the sun. Port
Districts brought their shabbiest
and left number one 200 odd
point the lighter after a Shagga
clinic and, after, we had beaten
the Silver Spooners, (who took it
out on the Hallion Lamp’s noggin)
in round 3 we were flying. The
Nickname Redundant had inked
another link on his massive bicep,
Pup and Dale were designing
t-shirts and Roadkill Beilby
intimated that he could possibly
be interested in qualifying for
finals while preferably not leaving
Melbourne.
Reality Bites. Not just an early
90s flick about the trials and
tribulations of post Uni life and
loves but a cruel harsh slap in the
face that lasted for 3 terrifying
weeks.
Goodwood, Rostrevor, Mudbury,
Goodwood, Rostrevor reads like
the chorus of Pup and the House
Husband’s ode to grand final pain.
Gameplans? Fitness? Training?
Off field organisation? A full
complement of players?
Boo shucks said we and the
resultant one win from five left
us feeling a bit put upon, like the
world was against us, like Howie
was yelling at all of us not just the
coach at selection.

Summer Dreams were indeed
ripped at the seams but oh, those
Chard-hardy nights (best sung
high for full effect).
Parts of the season had been
brilliant while parts belonged
to Her Royal Highness’s Annus
Horribilis. There had been hangers
and a heap of BJ feck yeahs; there
had been Rohde destroying his
knee at SPOC, Snooze doing his
with the C Grade, Cec Anderson
doing his in his first game for the
club, Timmy Cameron having his
first and last kick for the year
while lasting 7 second against
Ross and Trevor and the general
run of weird excuses and plausible
deniability that Uni coaches are
exposed to throughout the course
of a season. Enid Blyth had gone
down no fewer than four times,
each time trainers called for the
curtain and the shotgun before he
arose Lazarus like. Granted this
did include once trying to mark
the ball with his patrician schnozz
within 2 metres from the starting
point of a Homemaker Howie
thunderbolt.
Middle of the season, middle of
the road for the Chards. Not good
middle of the road like Fleetwood
Mac or the better Tom Pettty but
bad like Rocky Burnette or the
James Last Orchestra. Tentacles
were beginning to be extended;
Jake Harry and Matt Johns were
drawn to the luminous Chards
flame. This gave us matching
Adonises (Adoni?) and an
average height of Pup Heath.
The Tarnished Spooners had
decided that Div 7 was not to
their taste and they were to
bookend a run of 5 victories
giving us a virtually unassailable
hold on a position in the five with
the double chance a possibility.
The Tour de Chard was once
more THE BIKE RACE of 2018
with Twopigs Hambour proving
once again that his hospitality
and mastery of the jerky knows
no bounds. Then we had to
play those trained men from
Mudbury and Ross and Trevor and
heartache, to paraphrase Rancid,
came back and saw us again.

3 weeks out from the major round
and we knew we’d be playing
the Tarnished folk 2 weeks in a
row. The last minor round game
saw us deliver a solid 60s parent
style spanking to the wayward
Tarnished children while their raft
of changes didn’t help when we
controlled the Elimination Final
to send them and that guernsey
travesty out of contention. The
Sinners of Goodwood (well,
there’s as much history there as
Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston)
were looking at playing at
Number One in a double header
before our groundsmen decided
that neutral grounds better suited
finals and dug up Number One.
This meant that Klemzig Oval
became home for the day, and
before a crowd of inebriated
and friendly Colonel Sanders, we
controlled the game and kicked
adequately enough to win by 1
goal 9.
We travelled up to Tee Hee
Gully for the Prelim to face Ross
and Trevor for the right to face
Mudbury. A scintillating first half
had us 6 goals up at half time in
a low scoring game (7 to 1 at that
stage) before Chook decided that
he didn’t like the tears and wailing
of the ROCs full forward and let
him snag a couple of junktime
sausage rolls. We won by 23
points putting us in our fourth
consecutive GF.
The GF was to be at The Barton,
scene of triumph and tragedy.
2017 was to be another tragedy.
We came out and dobbed the
first which led to Mudbury giving
Shagga’s noggin’ a floggin’ and
then kicking the next three. The
Chards tried desperately to get
back into the game but Mudbury
had fitness and a game plan that
we seemingly couldn’t break
down before kicking away in
the last leaving us holding cups
of Bonox and bitter tears (well
at least until the post-match
presentation of awards). We had
been undone and it had been
proved that talent alone is not
always enough.
By many means 2017 was
successful; the ongoing
friendships created by football
were obvious. We played some
superb football and some
football that the Scum would be
ashamed of. We played over 80
players during the course of the
season, many of these players
showed extraordinary club spirit
by doubling up for the Bastards,

the C Grade, the Scum and the
B Grade). The Chards had a real
family feel with the addition
of progeny from Cam Hyphen
Lane, Twopigs and Mozz to add
to the day care centre run by
Rohde’s mum. Certainly this has
been a major change over the
13+ years that I’ve been coaching
Chardonnay football and one
that I think adds to the club as a
whole.
The Chards were extraordinarily
well served by volunteers such as
Jo Richardson physiotherapist,
Andrew “Spam” Lamb umpire
who umpires old school style,
as well as by a rotating group of
people including Hank Scorpio,
the Heath and Rohde patriarchs,
and the occasional visit but more
regular and entertaining excuse
from Nick Heath. It is true that a
team cannot run without, and is
only as good as its off field help
and our help was superb.

I’d like to believe that The Chards
will rise again roaring loud, like
a feeling that can’t be contained
in 2018 and while training, the
Tour de Chard and lager-fueled
backbeat might not scream
romance to a lot of people, it will
absolutely capture the nervous,
restless, can’t-even-thinkstraight energy of newly sparked
infatuation and lead us once again
to the Promised Land.

Darien "Dirty" O’Reilly
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DIVISION C5 The B@stards

BACK (L-R): Seamus Conheady, Anthony Butler, Henry Ball, Max
Griguol, Jordan Miller-Owen, Tom Reynolds, Daniel Weekley, Ed
Verco, Fraser Thomson, Will Evans, Hamish Crouch, Daniel Currie,
Christopher Shute, Seb Gray, Michael Dadds (President).
FRONT (L-R): Sam Morton, Alex Buckby, Alex Howes, Nick Shopov,
Brad Hill, Darren Holst (Coach), Sam Arnfield, Hugh Mugford, James
Johnston, Ash Di Silvio, Ty Wundenberg.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:

Best in Finals:
James Johnston

Top & Premiers!
Coach:
Darren Holst
Captain:
Sam Arnfield

Best New Addition:
Christopher Shute
Team Manager/s:
Simon Garrett and Jack
Mintz

Vice Captain:
Hugh Mugford
Best and Fairest:

Alexander Bate
R/U B&F:

Seamus Conheady
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Coach's Report
Season 2017
presented an
outstanding
opportunity for
a side that has
historically battled
against bigger,
stronger and uglier
suburban teams to
flex its own wiry
muscle for the first
time in finals for a
number of years.
Our season opened with a
41 scoring shot to 1 display
against Rosewater, a side
that perhaps should have
registered two divisions
lower… Rosewater Stank,
and shortly forfeited for
the remainder of the year
after playing the eventual
grand finalists in the first
two rounds (Perhaps karma
for registering a complaint
against the Mighty Russian
Sledgehammer’s first match
report to the SAAFL??).

with Vodka Cruisers and
promises of Lower Grade
Glory, Holst & Arnfield
pryed the oft-injured and
perpetually lazy from the
deathly clutches of A&BGrade misery. The signs
were good.
The team was further
bolstered by an influx
of players new to the
club. The debut’s of Tom
Reynolds, Max Griguol,
Seamus Conheady, Chris
Shute, Tom Hayes and Ty
Wundenberg mixed with a
stable core of lovable lower
grade favorites spawned
a side whom after the first
7 rounds had an average
winning margin of 99.86
points. Coincidentally, 99.86
is also the mean ATAR of
the B@stards squad, now
comprising exclusively
of med students, future
High Court judges and a
burgeoning population of
young corporate fat cats.
None of which can ever
make training.

What do the B@stards
and Politicians have in
common? They’re both
spineless.
G’day Mally.
The B@stards entered
the season with a new
arsenal of tall and talented
players, after an aggressive
and targeted off season
recruitment drive. Armed
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A four horse race quickly
developed at the top of
the table, two exceptional
wins against Golden Grove
and Lockleys had set up
a dream fixture of the

remaining undefeated sides,
ourselves and Hope Valley
to close the mid point of
our year.
The day started perfectly,
with both the coach and
captain’s cars stolen
from the team fortress
at Tennyson Street
overnight. All our playing
gear gone, along with the
umpiring flags, whistles
and the prized magnet
board. Arnfield was on
the phone to SAPOL at
the coin toss, the prime
suspect in the investigation
called correctly, and
we were kicking into
an 8 goal breeze. Two
broken collarbones, three
hamstrings and a severe
foot injury to key players
compounded into a fourgoal loss.
This match was a rude
awakening, our place on
top of the ladder was lost,
and any challenge to a
premiership was made
significantly more difficult
with the prospect an away
final at the narrow and
unhospitable Hope Valley
Oval.
Our focus then shifted to
a number of key matches
against the top ranked
teams, where a string of
stirring wins in the face of
adversity would set the
tone for the rest of the
year. Second and third
string midfield units fought,
scrapped and grafted

opportunities to get the
ball to our youthful running
brigade who had started to
switch and move the ball
with audacity rarely seen at
Div C5 level.
Proving the sum of the
parts truly was greater than
the whole, greatly depleted
B@stards sides continually
ground out gutsy and hard
fought wins away from
the safe, wide expanses of
BN#2.
The annual Blacks player
exodus was helped in no
small part by an extended
run of massive Friday
nights, highlighting another
B@stards strength; playing
whilst under the influence.
Try as we might, we kept
winning.
Round 17. On the hallowed
turf of Bob Neil #2, this
galvanized and warhardened B@stards unit
was each set a specific
role within a game plan
designed to neutralize
(Verb: pinch, bite, kick,
scratch) a number of Hope
Valley’s key personnel
whilst exposing their soft,
and bulging under-bellies
with our cleaner skills and
pace on the outside.
A see-sawing first half was
filled with highlights from
both sides before superior
fitness helped us push
ahead. Early in the fourth
quarter a six-goal B@stard
lead was eroded to twelve
points when Hope Valley’s
star midfielder slipped his
tag and kicked 4 goals
from centre clearances in

the space of 3 minutes.
The next 5 minutes were
seriously tight and the ball
flew from end to end. We
managed to slow the play
and display maturity and
composure to hold onto
a three-goal win. The B@
Stards, it appeared, had
come of age. Coach Chong
was pumped, but warned
that if our structures were
to breakdown again –
we would be cut apart
by a well-drilled and
experienced team.
The Preliminary Final again
featured the two best
sides in the comp on the
vast paddock that is Bob
Neil #2, which presented
massive home ground
advantage to The B@
stards, whose game style
was now characterised
by big switches and
running the ball in waves.
Jumping out of the blocks,
the Blacks kicked three
unanswered first quarter
goals and never looked
back. It appeared they’d
inflicted some mental scars
on their

Hope Valley adversaries
a few weeks before, as
in-fighting crept in and
audacious claims of ‘You
c***s should be playing A

grade’ were heard on the
quarter time siren. The
midfield unit dominated, we
tagged their good players,
and ours run amok. The
speed and skill with which
we moved the ball was
truly arousing, eventually
running out winners by
seven goals. And for the
first time in many years, the
B@stards were off to the
big dance.
The big day had arrived;
people had actually been
to training, nobody drank
on Friday night, and Darcy
Collett had ironed his
footy shorts. For the first
time in the year, we were
able to put our strongest
theoretical side on the
park. We were a force to
be reckoned with, after
touching the B-Grade
up in a training match
the preceding Saturday
morning (glad you
organized that one TD?) all
the signs were good.
A perfect day and wide
deck made the initial
stoushes fast, and highly
skilled. Both teams were
able to move the ball up
the ground with speed and
skill, but it was the Blacks
who were able to make the
most of the opening forays,
going into quarter time two
goals the better.
From there on, midfield
dominance at the coalface
fed the ball to our best
movers and we were able
to control the game.
It was dominant, and at
times scarily professional.
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Hope Valley's star
players were quelled by
a combination of close
attention and a loss of
discipline. The trouserstirring performance from
the halfback line repelled
all but the fastest of Hope
Valley ventures.
A common theme for the
year was 'Beat your Man',
and by three quarter time
every single B@stard had
done just that. The game
was a realisation of the
work done by the B@
stards to improve their
games, and to that end
it was a performance not
characterised by sparkling
highlights from star players,
but of a cohesive machine
who knew it's working parts
inside and out.
The slow realisation of
what had been achieved
began soaking in during the
last quarter, we'd done it.
Celebrations were suitably
large - a three day bender
with the greatest of mates
- all played well and all
handled themselves the
way Bob intended.
After the final whistle, B@
stards of old and those
less acquainted with the
team would note that
everyone looked like they
belonged. This statement in
particular filled the Coach
and Captain with unbridled
joy, for they set out 4
years ago to create an
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environment of enjoyment
and cohesiveness, and one
that would attract only the
highest calibre of young
men.
This mantra was honed,
and staunchly protected
every weekend, as well as
at the selection table, and
endured many 20+goal
shalackings. Footballing
prowess would come later.
Those who've played, get
it. Those who look in, envy
it. To play as a B@stard is
an honour, the only greater
perhaps the privilege to
coach them.
Special thanks must go to
Captain Sam Arnfield, Vice
Captain Hugh Mugford, the
Pruger, Stinkface Power,
Laser Garrett, the soon to
be Dr Jack Mintz, and our
resident DJ’s Hugh Woods
and Cameron Greg whom
all provided significant
help on and off the field
throughout the season.

Darren Holst
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DIVISION C6 The Scum

BACK (L-R): Adrian Howard, Nathan Lawrence (Coach), Angus
Crouch, Lachlan Jacobs, Quinton Bedeau.

FRONT (L-R): Daniel (Rambo) Gulliver, Daniel Polkinghorne, Chloe
Polkinghorne, Tony Lawrence (Coach), Sam Lawrence, Craig Evans.
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Year in Review
Position on table at
season end:
Third
Coach:

Best Team Man:
James Angove
Best in Finals: Mathew
Turner

Nathan & Tony Lawrence

Captain:
Nathan Lawrence

Umpire/s:
Maysy, Rulebook, Ben
Warren

Vice Captain/s:
Rob Malinaskas
Best and Fairest:

Sam Lawrence
R/U B&F:

Nathan Lawrence
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Coach's Report
The year as always
with the SCUM had
its own challenges
but some great
rewards..
We used in excess of 75
players throughout the
season with a core of about
12-15 players making up the
basis of the side.
The lack of training by the
majority of players through
the regular season certainly
caught up with us in the
finals with our inability to
run quarters out let alone
the game being an issue.
The improvement in some
of the young players was a
highlight for sure with guys
like Mathew Hume, Angus
Crouch etc really showing
great improvement as the
year wore on.
Our 'recruits' all put in some
fine performance's during
the season but as always
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work commitments made
it difficult to have them all
out on the oval at the same
time.
Frustrations for the
coaches, especially Nathan
was the lack of a regular
team manager as it meant
Nathan was trying to
organize team sheets,
guernseys, water etc as well
as captaining the side and
getting himself ready to
play.
Overall there are some
fantastic memories and
friendships that have
been made this year and I
certainly have enjoyed the
contact with the guys this
year.

Nathan Lawrence
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Premiers: Womens Division 1 & 4
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Premiers: Mens C5
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Club Award Winners
Life Member:
Tony Ravesi
Tony Ravesi’s life membership is,
of course, well overdue and welldeserved.
As you would no doubt be aware,
he has not had an easy life and
had to fight many battles.
His father was interned during the
war at a camp near Barmera for
four years when Tony was in his
formative years.
Tony always has shown great
loyalty and appreciation to the
Christian Brothers for his pretertiary education, although not
altogether undivided, given all
the encouragement he has given
their former students to play for
the Blacks rather than the old
scholars teams.

when it was necessary to stand
up for his teammates when the
wharfies, as he called them, tried
to throw their weight around in
the days before the video and the
send-off: if not before, this earned
him the nickname the Moge,
or more particularly, the Black
Mogul.
Tony has a great fondness for
former Blacks coach Alan Greer
(who, like Tony, saw the game
against Port Districts at their oval
earlier this year).
Those successes came when, as
Tony recounts, the Blacks players
achieved their successes with
many freshers, year after year,
and following their exertions in
the sandhills and the parklands
over summer, led by a coach in
Alan Greer, whom none of them
could ever catch.
Just as in his playing days Tony
has been the driving force in
many of their reunions.
Sadly, his life has been a constant
struggle for him since illness
struck him down whilst he was
a student in fifth year medicine
and dominating the amateur
league from full forward with his
torpedoes: advances in medical
science have provided him with
much support but a struggle
nonetheless.

Like two of this year’s recruits,
Tony joined the Blacks in
preference to continuing at West
Adelaide where he had played
reserves with distinction.
He undertook national
service when he won the
services heavyweight boxing
championship: a source of great
pride for him.
His extraordinary levels of
strength and fitness came
through persistence, effort and
blood sweat and tears as they say,
and he became well known for his
prowess as a handball champion
and the success he enjoyed in
that sport with his brother Lou they were both state and national
handball doubles champions.
Long ago former Supreme Court
Justice Michael David told me
that in a game at Riverside oval
Tony, single- handed (perhaps not
an entirely accurate description),
took on the entire Riverside team
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He is a proud father of a son and
daughter. His son Paul Anthony
followed him to West Adelaide
where he was a star and but for
a minor indiscretion would have
won a Magarey medal.
His encouragement if not
downright exhortation to so many
to join and stay with the Blacks
can never be underestimated.
I first met him in the late 70s
when I was playing in the A3
team.

Earlier in the 70s uniformed St
John's ambulance volunteers
would attend each A1-game, and
stand near the scoreboard, usually
next to the lecturer in politics Jeff
Scott and the lecturer in Classics
Ron Corney, both, like Tony, also
legends at the University: on the
comparatively rare occasions
that I played A1, this provided a
measure of assurance in case of
injury that help would be at hand.
In the late 70s, they no longer
did so: however, at least at the
A3 games on beautiful University
Oval: Tony had taken their place,
again providing comfort for
those in need - invariably with a
large bottle of Mercurochrome
solution in his hand, Tony would
rush onto the University Oval
to treat, or should I say splash ,
with considerable generosity in
the administered doses of the
solution, any of the Blacks who
had been bloodied in the fight
and, whilst doing so, exhort them,
in his own inimitable way, to
continue their fight by drawing
the blood of their opponents.
Ever since got getting to know
Tony at that time, whenever I have
attended a game at Uni Oval,
often just once a year, Tony has
always been there supporting his
beloved team and entertaining
those supporting the team with
his colourful commentary, always
emphatic, and emphatically more
so as the years have progressed.
This year Tony was notable not
so much for his commentary but
for the emphatic use of the horn
on Dave Gordon's car: perhaps
out doing whoever was belting
the horn on Conor Noonan's
dad's car at the Tea Tree Gully
oval, and he was thumping the
horn energetically at the game
at Modbury a month later as
Jack Paynter’s Blacks continued
winning week after week and to
his great delight.
It is extraordinary that it has taken
so long for the club to recognise
his service with the award of life
membership
Tony has exemplified
extraordinary loyalty to the
University and his beloved
football club: he has given far
more back to the University
Blacks than he ever received.

Arch Cameron

Best Club Member
2017:

Outstanding
Service 2017:

Andrew Lamb

Tess Baxter

Commenced with AUFC in 1988.
By 1998 he had achieved:
Games played - 151
Goals scored - 18
Best in Finals A8
Coach A7 - 1993
J.T. Goose Award - 1993
Captain D8 North 1997
Captain D8 1998

John Paynter

SAAFL Player Life Membership
1998
Club letters 1998
Other contribution:
D8 - Vice Captain - 2000 Premiers
D8 - Umpire 2003 - Ongoing
Life Membership AUFC 2013
Vice President

Ian White

'
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League Award Winners
SAWFL Division 4
Best & Fairest:
Tiff Lee

SAWFL Division
1 Leading Goal
Kicker:
Ruth Wallace
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SAWFL Division 1
Grand Final Best
On Ground:
Ruth Wallace

SAAFL Division 1
Reserves Leading
Goal Kicker:
Brett Simpson

SAWFL Volunteer
Of The Year:
Wayne Abrey

SAAFL Team Of
The Year:
Matthew Langridge,
Seb Paynter &
Michael Taylor

North Adelaide:
Kelly Barltrop
Jess Edwards
(Captain)
Norwood
(Premiers):
Tess Baxter
(Assistant Coach
Whitney Benso
Nicola Burns
Nicole Collie
Kayla Edwards
Kristi Harvey
Sophie Li
Ebony O’Dea
Georgia Taylor
Cassie Tsoumbris
Sanfl Women
Representatives:
Glenelg:
Elora Fisher
Courtney Gum

Ruth Wallace
West Adelaide:
Rachel King
Julie Power
Stacey Richardson
Courtney Thomas
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350 AUFC
Games Adrian Howard
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300 Games - Player Profiles
Wayne
'Nickname
Redundant'
King.
Full Name:
Wayne Leonard King
Club Nickname/s:
Nickname Redundant, Paddlepop
Lion, Kingy
Age: 39

Least Favorite Opposition Club:
SPOC, special mentions go to
the GF side stacking Goodwood,
Salisbury Nth & Eastern PK (when
you’ve played for as long as I have
it’s hard to pick a favorite of your
least favorites…)
Football/Sporting Superstitions:
Have way too many beers postmatch irrespective of the result.
When you were 14, what poster
did you have on the back of your
bedroom door?
Elle Macpherson in a small bikini.

Height: 167cm
Weight: 77kgs
Guernsey Number:
Mighty 210
Games Played: 315
Goals Kicked: Not enough
Junior Footy Club: SHC
Premierships? 2006, 07, 08 & 16
Describe yourself as a footballer
(In 30 words or less):
Highly motivated in and under
player with terrible disposal skills,
matched only by poor decision
making.
Favorite Movie:
Lego movie batman
Favorite Player Nickname:
Kittens Parker/Snoodle
Favorite Band or Song:
Placebo
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Favorite AFL Club:
Adelaide University – all played
well.

Angriest:
Clinton Pearce (no relation)
played back in around 2004
– 05, the bloke was a freaking
liability. He put anger together
with a short fuse and getting into
stouchess (and was a trained
boxer) what a combo!

Best Looking:
Andrew Rob Roy Wright (Pete
Murray).

Coaches Pet:
Shagga Fulton, give over Shell,
you can’t be that nice all of the
time.

Most Courageous:
Of the AUFC players you have
played with which Player is?
(Must not answer with yourself):

Smartest:
Darien O’Reilly – I nearly
scrubbed this after seeing Jeano’s
response and it pains me to say
it, but the bloke knows sh*t, a lot
of sh*t, not much of it useful on
reflection though…

Dumbest:
Adrian Howard, the bloke has
played over 350 games and he
still thinks he can change the
umpires mind by bitchin’ and
moanin’.

Funniest:
Zac Hambour, the thinking man’s
comedian – they’re generally
quietly delivered creepers.

Tim Cameron – Youtube C1 2016
GF, not sure the time stamp
but you’ll know if you watch it.
Honorable mention to Snooze
with a hangover, no fear for body
and mind.

Hairiest:
David Jean

Widest Playing:
Chris Shopov, not saying he didn’t
get hit or occasionally go in and
get the ball, but his preferred
habitat was clearly the wide open
spaces.

Simon
“Sexy Pimp"
Ritchie.
Full Name:
Simon Ritchie
Club Nickname/s:
Sexy Pimp, Sexy Boy in the Blue
Cap, Mahatma, Reg
Age: 39
Height: 185 cm
Weight: 87kgs
Guernsey Number:
#6, formerly #95
Games Played: 301
Goals Kicked: 38

Least Favorite Opposition Club:
Gangrene Acres – born animals.
St Paul’s OS gaining rapidly.
Football/Sporting Superstitions:
Nervous energy is good.
When you were 14, what poster
did you have on the back of your
bedroom door?
Zach de la Rocha – Rage Against
the Machine.
Favorite AFL Club:
Carlton
Favorite AFL Club:
Koutafidamides

Premierships? 1997, 2003, 2010

Of the AUFC players you have
played with which Player is?
(Must not answer with yourself):

Dumbest:

Sam Clark (‘97 premiership player
with Big Hairy Willy and the
Waxed Ballbags, slipped from D1R
to D8SRes for finals…)

Hairiest:
Sam Clark (‘97 premiership player
with Big Hairy Willy and the
Waxed Ballbags, slipped from D1R
to D8SRes for finals…)

90s – Evan Maxwell.
00s – Tom Vickery – can find
space on the outer wing of BN#1
that Judas never could.

Best sledge you’ve Given or
received:
No need to sledge. Too busy
pulling in marks across half back.

Clint Pearce, Mick Payne

Funniest:

Favorite Movie:
Two Hands

00s – Matt “Tiny” Hein – maniac,
knew how to fly the flag,
occasionally played football, good
to be on his side.

Favorite Band or Song:
Pearl Jam

Most Courageous:

Smartest:

Describe yourself as a footballer
(In 30 words or less):
Hard at the ball key defender with
decent hands and a kick getting
shorter but more accurate by the
year. Loves a goal.

Favorite Player Nickname:
Too many to pick one. Live Sex,
Storm Trooper of Love, Sister
Slammer, Stop playing with your
Dixon, Saturday Night Palsy.

“Dodgy” Tony Schaeffer, Tony
Paparella, Mark Harley.

Widest Playing:

Stuart Campbell
Junior Footy Club:
Westminster School

Coaches Pet:

Rule-i, Baby Bags
Angriest:
90s – Luke Kewell. Yellow card
magnet.

Best Looking:

Favorite Player at the Club &
Why:
Theo Baker. 5’0” and 50kgs if he’s
lucky and lays a very solid tackle.
Favorite Club Song:
The club song. Fatty Little Darren
Graetz.
Ask yourself a question and
answer it:
Why do you love the Blacks?
Friendships, footy, West End and
Bob Neil.

Tom “Smuts” Smibert, closely
followed by Angus “Passenger
141” Smibert.
Big Al’s Grandson, Josh Stewart,
Darragh Coughlan, Caleb Desmet
(Lenny Pascoe’s love child).
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300 AUFC
Games Wayne King
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300 AUFC
Games Simon Ritchie
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200 AUFC
Games Nathan Hallion
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150 AUFC
Games Anthony Butler
Simon Sharley

100 AUFC Games Edward Dart
David Jean
Camron-Jay Lane
Michael Leslie
Robert Malinauskas
Seb Paynter
Carey Schiller
Daniel Weekley
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Anzac Commemoration
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Ladies Day
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Presentation Night
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Picket Fence Unveiling
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Best of the
Substandard
Introduction of the
Year:
The Uni gym is full. Hairdressers
around Adelaide are completely
booked out. All tight hamstrings
have miraculously recovered (@
Nick Langridge). Stocks in Nivea
products for Men are at an all
time high. Saturday night dinner
plans have been cancelled (@Sam
Pittman). Lukas has shaved his
legs.
That can only mean one thing.
LADIES. DAY. Numbers are
looking large, the weather is
looking great, the beers are cold
and Grieger's chat-up game is still
absolutely sh!te. If those on the
lookout for potential partners are
really lucky, Connor Noonan won't
even hang around too long.
The perfect AUFC footballer
doesn't exi--

Last weekend saw a vast mix of
results, culminating in a passable
6/10 wins. At one end of the
spectrum all 3 Women's teams
put on defensive masterclasses,
conceding a solitary goal
collectively. Remarkable.
The B@stards consolidated top
spot on the C5 ladder, knocking
off previously undefeated
Hope(less) Valley to go 5
percentage points clear, whilst the
Scum ensured themselves some
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finals football (BAD SCUM) with a
comprehensive win over Adelaide
Loseran. The Chards knocked
off Payneham and are still in the
hunt for back to back flags in an
intriguing C1 competition where 6
wins separates 4th and 5th.
Conversely both As and Bs
lost out at Goodwood Oval
in conditions reminiscent of
wet-weather footy in the 70s.
Apparently though the win and
6 flags over the last decade
and a bit wasn't enough for the
Sinners, who promptly canned
their coach immediately after the
game. I guess we'll count that as
a win of sorts? The loss puts the
As (hopefully temporarily) out
of the top 5, whilst the Bs now
face a dogfight with ROCs to
hold on to top spot in the Div 1
Reserves. This weekend against
the aforementioned Catholic Duo
of Ross & Trevor looms very large
in the context of both seasons...
Another valiant effort by the
Pimp and his C-Men will go
unrewarded this season as the
C grade bowed out of the finals
race (quite convincingly to be
fair) with a lazy 30 goal loss to
Adelaide Loseran. The 7 Reserves
look likely to get a shot at finals
football but were also dealt a
pretty big wake-up call on the
weekend, allowing top placed
(and undefeated) Loseran to get
up by 20 goals.
Huge weekend all round. Bob
Neil #1 will be pumping with a
sixtuple (?) header of Saturday
and Sunday, as the Chards, Bs As
and all three women's teams get
the opportunity to go at it on the
hallowed turf.
Bob Bless,
Go Blacks!
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Intervarsity Report 2017
On March 14 2017, a
squad of University of
Adelaide students, made
up of footballers from
South Australian clubs
as diverse as Kybybolite
and Bridgewater, travelled
to Melbourne to take on
Melbourne University in
the first match of the 2017
edition of the Intervarsity
AFL G08 competition.
The excitement was palpable
pre-game. Over half of the
team that represented AU in
the corresponding 2016 fixture
against MU had changed due to
graduation, unavailability and a
heightened student interest in IV
football, leaving a sense of the
unknown going in to this year’s
showdown.
The squad from AU was treated
pre-game to a warm-up session
on MU’s famed, picket-fenced,
University Oval. This was followed
by a short bus-ride out to the
game’s venue, Arden Street
Oval, where a few members of
the team were left star struck
by a brief encounter with North
Melbourne Kangaroos legend,
Brent ‘Boomer’ Harvey.
Five minutes into the first quarter,
after an enormous, eyes on the
ball, back with the flight collision
between Vice-Captain Jackson
Dearing and star Aiden Offe, it
was clear that AU was committed
to achieving a win. Kicking
against the wind in the opening
stanza, AU was able to stay level
with MU, before kicking away to a
two goal lead going in to halftime
courtesy of some crunching pack
marking by full forward Patrick
Baker.
The second half followed a very
similar pattern to the first – AU
held off several MU attacks
going forward (only conceding
one goal) before punishing
some missed MU opportunities
with majors at the other end.
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Midfielders Nathan Stark, Cam
McPherson and Matt Langridge
were instrumental in holding
back the tide, whilst centre-half
back Nick Cottrell floated around
taking contested marks with ease.
In the last quarter, kicking with
the wind, an opportunistic goal
by Ryan Agnew sealed the result.
AU ran out 23 point winners on
a beautiful, balmy 32 degree
Melbourne day.
University of Adelaide 7.5.47
defeated University of Melbourne
3.6.24
Goal Kickers: P. Baker 2, E. Dadds
2, R. Agnew 1, T. Vickery 1, N. Stark
1.
Best Players: Nathan Stark,
Cameron McPherson, Eddie
Dadds, Aidan Offe, Nick Cottrell,
Matt Langridge, Ryan Agnew
In the second fixture of 2017, the
Australian National University
Owls (ANU – hoot hoot) travelled
to the spiritual home of football
in South Australia (Bob Neil #1)
looking to avenge a loss to the
Blacks in 2016.
The contest was an arm wrestle
for most of the day - the Blacks
clearly the better side, but an
inability to convert in front of goal
(particularly from the bear in the
square Paddy Baker, who kicked
1.6 and Aiden Offe who kicked
1.4) left ANU only 3 goals down
at three quarter time. Fortunately
Uni were able to break open a
rugged, hotly contested game in
the last quarter with an emphasis
on space at stoppages, led by cocaptain Nick Langridge.
In the end the Blacks continued
their undefeated 2017 IV
campaign with a 49 point victory
over a dogged opponent at
beautiful Bob Neil #1.

With 4 wins from 5 games in the
newly re-introduced IV format
it's safe to say that the Blacks are
leading the way!
University of Adelaide 11.17.83
defeated ANU 5.4 34.
Goal Kickers: Dadds 3, Adams,
Baker, Cameron, Cottrell, Healy,
Offe, Smith, Stark.
Best Players: Dadds, Dearing,
Cottrell, M Langridge, N
Langridge, Stark.
All of the boys (from the AUFC
and elsewhere) who played IV
in 2017 would like to thank our
intrepid Team Manager Adrian
Howard & Super Coach Callum
"On the Rohde Again" Rohde
for selflessly devoting their time
towards the IV competition. We'd
also like to thank all the people
at AU Sport and the University
of Adelaide who put their time
and energy in to making it such
a success - in particular (but not
limited to) Sara Lane, Tom Sharpe
and Mike Daws.

Best at Intervarsity 2017:
Eddie Dadds
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University Blues and Letters
Awards
Full Blue:
Matt Langridge

Half Blue:
Lachlan Cameron

Elite Coach of the
Year:
Krissie Steen

Half Blue:
Eddie Dadds

Letters:
Michael Taylor
Simon Sharley
Anthony Butler
Craig Evans
Bob Miles
Jo Richardson
Janne Filmer
David Gordon

Volunteer of the
Year:
Eddie Dadds
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AUFC won the
Patron's Cup!
A very successful
on field year with
three premierships,
many association
awards and five
girls selected in the
AFLW draft.
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Richard Whittle
The Adelaide
University Football
Club is deeply
saddened by
the passing of
authentic Blacks
legend, Richard
Whittle, in 2017.

Richard was the club’s delegate

Richard joined the AUFC in

donated the ‘best Freshman’

1948 as a player in the A2 team

trophy since 1950. Richard was

and commenced an enduring

a long-standing Blacks Vice-

association with the club. He

President following his retirement

was co-captain of the A3 team in

from active committee service.

1950. He remained emotionally

Richard was awarded life

engaged with the Blacks until

membership in 1965. In 2015

his death. The Blacks were very

he was memorably elevated to

special to him.

the AUFC Hall of Fame as only

His contribution to the

its 7th member. His palpable

management committee is

joy upon being presented with

unique. Richard served on the

his Hall of Fame certificate (at

committee for a staggering 26

home as he was too immobile to

consecutive years from 1952-

attend the annual dinner) was

1977, filling most positions during

priceless. Richard will be warmly

what was a halcyon era for the

remembered and sorely missed

Blacks. During his influential 12

by all who knew him at the Blacks.

years as Chair / President, the

Condolences and best wishes to

A1 team played in 7 grand finals

Patricia, David, Peter, Tim, Sarah,

for 4 premierships, and were

Tori and the extended Whittle

intervarsity champions in 1968

family.

to the SAAFL, and also served
on the league’s Executive. He
was instrumental in prescient
constitutional change at the
Blacks in the mid-60’s. Together
with erstwhile President Dr
John Day, Richard unveiled the
magnificent honour board in the
change rooms in August 1984.
Richard and his brother Jim have

and 1969.

Michael Dadds
President
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Player Sponsors
Mens:
Aidan Offe
Sponsored by:
Gavin Cragg
Andrew Alesci
Sponsored by:
Tom Katsaros

Ben Adams
Sponsored by:
Tom Davies
Cheap as Chips

Brett Simpson
Sponsored by:
David Proudman
JWS Lawyers

Ben Smelt
Sponsored by:
Travis Smelt
Ben Watson
Sponsored by:
Darryl Watson

Casey Grice
Sponsored by:
Sam Nickless
Charlie Parker
Sponsored by:
Stephen Parker

Damian Cunningham
Sponsored by:
Anthony Carrocci
Buildtec

Damon Robinson
Sponsored by:
Martin Altmann
Darcy Bateman
Sponsored by:
Terry Hutton
Signclass

Darragh Coughlan
Sponsored by:
Tom Bernard
Rider Levitt Bucknall

Brodie Borg
Sponsored by:
David Gordon
Uni SA

Doug Radford
Sponsored by:
Nick Spencer
Watson Fitzgerald &
Associates

Carson Clark
Sponsored by:
Sam O'Leary
The Archer Hotel

Eddie Dadds
Sponsored by:
Michael Durrant
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Ethan Moore
Sponsored by:
Michael Eaton

Harry Wellington
Sponsored by:
Michael Kenny

Jackson Dearing
Sponsored by:
Mark Dearing

Jack Grieger
Sponsored by:
Tim Lock

Jack Keynes
Sponsored by:
Michael Dadds

Jack Noonan
Sponsored by:
John Noonan

Jonty Schulz
Sponsored by:
Michael Reid

Josh Stewart
Sponsored by:
Peter Stewart
Rowell & Searle
Lachlan Cameron
Sponsored by:
Steve Walker
St Andrews

Lewis Parker
Sponsored by:
Brian Austin

Monty Swift
Sponsored by:
Dr James Katsaros

Lukas Antoniadas
Sponsored by:
Jason Obbiettivo
Mantina Q&C Supply

Ned Dart
Sponsored by:
Graham Dart

Matthew Langridge
Sponsored by:
Peter Sharley
Matthew Slade
Sponsored by:
Janne Filmer
St Andrews

Max Jamieson
Sponsored by:
Nicholas Linke
Fisher Jeffries

Max Neville
Sponsored by:
Rick Sarre

Max Parker
Sponsored by:
Anthony Vallelonga
Small Batch Distilling

Michael Taylor
Sponsored by:
Sam Bridgwood

Nicholas Cottrell
Sponsored by:
Richard Brown
Thought Connect

Nick Beneke
Sponsored by:
Egils Olkalns
Jones Harley Toole

Nick Langridge
Sponsored by:
Gavin Langridge
GP Langridge Real Estate

Peter Hyde
Sponsored by:
Tom Bernard
Rider Levitt Bucknall

Sam Parker
Sponsored by:
Andrew Bullock
1834 Hotels

Ryan Agnew
Sponsored by:
Cam Mudge

Sam Pittman
Sponsored by:
Mark Pittman
Taylor Collison
Seb Paynter
Sponsored by:
Nick Emmett
Emmett Property Pty Ltd

Simon Sharley
Sponsored by:
Peter Sharley

Todd Pfeffier
Sponsored by:
David Prescott

Toby Maughan
Sponsored by:
Peter De Cure

Tom Bateman
Sponsored by:
Anthony Dimarzo
Lucid Consulting Engineers

Tom Walker
Sponsored by:
Mick Walker

Will Paynter
Sponsored by:
Paddy Arnfield
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Womens:
Anne Hatchard
Sponsored by:
Marcus Wong
Bluestone Accounts &
Business Advisors

Annie Simpson
Sponsored by:
Clayton Barber
Critchley & Associates
Conveyancers

Cassie Tsoumbris
Sponsored by:
Brad Tsoumbris
The Menace

Chiara Owens
Sponsored by:
Gary Owens
Ezidri Australia

Courtney Gum
Sponsored by:
Garry & Pauline Gum
Yankaponga Lamb,
Wattlewood Springs

Ellie Davis
Sponsored by:
Richard Hopkins
EJ Milde & Co Pty Ltd

Georgia 'GT' Taylor
Sponsored by:
Rick McCleave
Woodville South Masters
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Jess Edwards
Sponsored by:
Adam Gulden
The Archer Hotel

Kate 'Woody' Fenton
Sponsored by:
Gaby Lynch & Kellie
Ferenczi
33 Chapel

Kayla Edwards
Sponsored by:
Haydyn Wood
Engineering Inspection
Services P/L

Kelly Barltrop
Sponsored by:
Ian Gardner/Elsa Barltrop
Gardner Bearings

Marijana Rajcic
Sponsored by:
Daniel
Argo on the Parade

Matilda Zander
Sponsored by:
Tim Zander
Zander Builders

Mollie Barker
Sponsored by:
Michael Dadds
Dadds Jandy Lawyers

Nicola Burns
Sponsored by:
Susie Biggs

Nicole Collie
Sponsored by:
Peter Sharley

Noe Llamas-Gomez
Sponsored by:
Anna Godon, Andrew Pool
& Gordon Family
The Garden Llamas

Sarah Bassett
Sponsored by:
Rose Alwyn
St Mark's College

Sophie Li
Sponsored by:
Peter Li

Tait Mackrill
Sponsored by:
Cheree Figg
SA Sports

Zahn Anthony
Sponsored by:
Craig Goodhand
Schmeks Beef Jerky

Relax, Indulge, Escape….
Courtesy of VP and past player Dr Martin Altmann (Dart).
Come aboard and enjoy the Carpe Diem luxury houseboat, brand new in 2016, architecturally
designed and built to the highest standards – just add friends, food and drinks for the ideal
getaway
Sharp, sleek lines with modern building materials and a luxury fit out that would make
Bob Neil blush, the Carpe Diem will provide you with an unique houseboat experience second
to none!
Featuring 3 queen sized bedrooms and spacious front and rear lounges with inner spring
mattress sofa beds the Carpe Diem can sleep 6-10 people.
If the gorgeous River Murray scenery isn't enough, this luxury houseboat is also fitted with a
65 inch curved LED TV and bluetooth speakers to connect to any smartphone or iPod.
All you need is current road drivers license, cruising lesson provided on arrival.
Remember to tell them that Bob Neil sent you as there is a $500 kick back to the club.
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AUFC Members
Vice Presidents:

Georgie Deacon

Tom Burchall

Dr Martin Altmann

Graeme Dunstan

Michael Bird

Brian Austin

Andrew Fagan

Bruce Bishop

Robert Cameron

Greg Fahey

Moss Bridgwood

Dr Verity Cooper

Matt Hanlon

Martin Bruening

Gavin Cragg

Phil Harper

Cameron Bryson

Peter DeCure

Michael James

Anthony Burke

Anthony Dimarzo

Luke Johnston

Janne Filmer

Clayton Leslie

David Gordon

Chris Mensforth

Michael Kenny

Bev Miles

Gary Krievs

Kate Molloy

Grant Miles

Irene Neil

Ben Moore

Ryan O'Keefe

Cameron Mudge

Susan O'Leary

Eglis Olekains

Rob O'Shannassy

Stephen Parker

Angela Paynter

David Prescott

David Penn

Rick Sarre

Andrew Perry

Dr Peter Sharley

Loretta Reynolds

Darren Thomas

Belinda Ritchie

Andrew Wright

Mark Slade

David Butler
Adrian Cassidy
Ben Champion
Morrie Croucher
Andrew Culley
Brian Daniels
Jamie Darams
Gary Davis
Jeffrey DeBoer
Andrew Deer

Honorary Members:

Bob Neil:

Hamish Dillon

Peter Abrey

Dale Adams

Ian Dinnison

Ana Alan

Bronte Ayres

Simon Dixon

Margaret Ashwood

Hayden Kenneth Baillie

Robert Douglas

Jenny Baxter

Craig Ball

Simon Doyle

Libby Bridgwood

David Bertholini

Ryan Eagle

Joel Cross

Greg Betros

Michael Evans

Mike Daws

Hamish Bills

Richard Foster
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Peter Franklyn

Peter Rofe

Peter Cooper

Anthony Fulwood

Nigel Rudge

Ron Corso

John Gallagher

Craig Schulz

Jack Costello

David Gambling

Paul Smith

Charles Cropper

John Goodwin

Andrew Stenhouse

Mark Crosby

Darren Graetz

James Trotter

Digby Hancock

Jeff Voight

Sam Harley

Jamahl Waddington

Denis Harrison

Danny Wardleworth

Scott Henchliffe

Andrew Whittam

Richard Hersey

Cory Williams

Mathew Hochman

John Woodburn

Brett Dutschke

Michael Hughes

Jim Woolcock

James Edwards

Ian Jamieson

Nathan Wuttke

Michael Ellery

Peter Jolly
Malcolm Kerr Grant
Richard Kimber
Will King
John Kite
Nick Kurzel

Greys:
Lachlan Adams

Andrew Luenig

Gerard Beltrane

Roger Martin

Darin Betro

Iain Miller-Smith

Simon Bishop

Peter Milte

John Bishop

Jeffrey Milton

Gerald Both

Geoff Muecke

Bob Bradley

David Murdock

David Bradshaw

Philip Ransome

Tony Davis
Chris Doyle
Ben Doyle

Garry Ferris
Beth E E Filmer

Craig Bankes
Andy Becker

Tim Proudman

Anthony Davies

Guy Badman

Nick Lewis

Robert Penhall

Tim Davidson

Steve Adams

Neil Beagley

John Penhall

Phil David

Brenton Emmett

Damian Leonard

Bob Neil

Peter Crossing

Greg Flavel
Lyndon Foot
David Francis
John Fraser

Allan Braggs

Martin Gallagher

Anthony Burke

Ashley Georgeson

Ron Carey

Neil Gibbins

David Chapman

Peter Golding

Tom Charlton

Jock Gordon

Michael Chittleborough

Will Grant
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Nick Gray

Simon Kokar

Kurt Roberts-Thompson

David Hamzy

Andrew Lamb

Anthony Roediger

Simon Hanson

Wes Le Grand

Luke Rogers

Tim Harcourt

James Lewis

Paul Rossiter

Hugh Harley

Jono Marin

John Sangster

Rick Harley

Tony McDonall

Mark Schwerdt

Chris Haskett

Steve McKee

Graham Smith

Nick Haslam

David Meegan

Tony Stanley

James Hay

Jolyon Menz

Chris Stewart

Matthew Heath

Ian Milne

Stephen Stranks

Peter Herrimann

David Moore

Hywel Thomas

Ben Higgins

David Nelson

Marcus Trimboli

Mike Higgs

David Noonan

Simon Trumble

Isaac Hinton

Peter O'Donnell

Rick Undertown

Rob Hoile

Brian Parsons

Steve Wachtel

Rex Hunter

Nick Piazza

Gerald Ward

Ian Jaggard

Andrew Potter

Fraser Warwick

Chris James

Geoff Mark Puddy

Mark Watson

Michael Jay

Andrew Puddy

Chris Watts

Nick Britten Jones

Derrick Quinton

Ian White

Ross Johnson

John Read

Steve Widdop

Greg Kavanagh

Ross and Cath Rhode

Peter Wildy

George Kokar

Brenton Rigden

Matt Wilson
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Damian Leonard Photography

As always a big thank you to Damian for his selfless service, this publication would not
be the same without his acumen for photography.
All photos are available for purchase at: dldigital.smugmug.com/AUFC-2017
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Dear Blacks Community
We are delighted to announce the Turner's Group as a Gold sponsor for
the 2017 football season. At Turner's we believe in contributing to the
community and fostering the advancement of male and female grass
roots football.
Thank you for the opportunity to be involved in the club in 2017 and
beyond.
Turner's Group is an independent financial investment company driven
to deliver a strong return on investment. Currently we are offering two
products, a wholesale and retail fund.
Our association with the Adelaide University Blacks Football Club has
existed for over 20 years. Our non-executive chairman Grant Miles was a
premiership player, best & fairest winner and captain of the club during
the 1990's.
The Blacks hold a special association for us and we hope to create a
strong future for the young men and women currently donning the black
and white.
Our investment manager Joel Cross (0400 666 240) would love to
discuss our current products with you at an obligation free meeting.
If you have any questions please don't hesitate to contact us at any stage
or follow the links for further reading.
Go Blacks!
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MORE INFORMATION
For more information on the club have
a look at the following links:

If you have any queries please contact any of the
following:

Club website
uniblacksfc.com.au

Michael Dadds
President
M: 0412 815 008
E: michael.dadds@daddsjandy.com.au

Adrian Howard
Men's Operations
M: 0418 809 031
E: Adrian.R.Howard@team.telstra.com

Peter Sharley
Chairman
M: 0409 284 802
E: peter.sharley@internode.on.net

Wayne Abrey
Women’s Operations
M: 0421 831 229
E: AUFCSecretary@hotmail.com

Facebook Page
facebook.com/adelaideunifootball
Facebook Page Women’s Football
facebook.com/theaufcw
Adelaide University Sport
theblacks.com.au
The Blacks LinkedIn Page
linkedin.com/company/adelaideuniversity-football-club
The Blacks Linkedin Business Group
linkedin.com/groups/Adelaide-UniversityFootball-Club-Business-5038844/about
The Blacks Youtube
youtube.com/user/Bob130Neil

Colin Casey
General Manager
M: 0438 112 538
E: football@theblacks.com.au

